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Abstract 

Shifts in consumer behavior due the growing digitalization of the population and the continuous 
development of e-commerce have profoundly changed the retail real estate industry. Yet, the structure 
of retail leases has not fundamentally changed. The paper shows how several of the currently enforced 
variable revenue based contracts have become obsolete and propose a solution of such problem.  
 
A contract theory principal-agent model shows how it is beneficial to enforce partially variable 
contract to achieve an optimal share of the risk between landlord and tenant. At the same time, 
revenue generated through online sales is shown being impossible to track and to assign to a particular 
store. Moreover, the possibility of selling online provides disincentives for the tenant to produce in-
store turnover. Thus an optimal lease contract is represented by a partially variable contract that 
allows risk-sharing but is not based on the revenue generated in-store. 
 
The paper presents thus a new way of designing variable leases that is based on the level of visitors in 
the store. The model appears to be feasible from a technical, legal and financial standpoint. Although 
some improvements to perfect the model are still needed, practitioners who have been interviewed 
both at the landlord’s and tenant’s side have showed a generally positive attitude towards the new way 
of enforcing commercial leases. 
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Sammanfattning 

Detaljhandeln inom fastighetsbranschen har förändrats mycket på grund av den växande 
digitaliseringen av befolkningen samt av den kontinuerliga utvecklingen av e-handeln. Dock har 
strukturen av detaljhandelns hyreskontrakt inte märkbart förändrats. Uppsatsen visar att många av de 
nuvarande omsättningsbaserade avtalen har blivit omoderna och ineffektiva. Därför föreslås i denna 
rapport en lösning av detta problem.  
 
En kontraktsteori principal-agent modell visar hur det är fördelaktigt att genomdriva ett delvis rörligt 
kontrakt för att uppnå en optimal riskfördelning mellan hyresvärd och hyresgäst.  Samtidigt har 
intäkterna genom online-försäljning blivit omöjligt att räkna och tilldela en viss butik. Möjligheten att 
sälja online kan dessutom ge incitament för hyresgästen att inte producera omsättning i butikerna. 
Således representeras ett optimalt hyresavtal av ett delvis rörligt avtal som gör riskdelning möjlig men 
som inte är baserad på intäkterna i butik. 
 
Exjobbet presenterar ett nytt sätt att utforma rörliga hyresavtal som baseras på nivån av besökare i 
butiken. Modellen verkar vara genomförbar från ett tekniskt, rättsligt och ekonomiskt perspektiv. 
Modellen skulle fortfarande kunna förbättras för att vara helt tillförlitlig. Dock har utövare på både 
hyresvärdens och hyresgästens sida visat en allmänt positiv inställning till det nya sättet att genomdriva 
hyresavtal.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The retail industry has been undergoing disruptive alterations several times. In the late 19th century, 
the development of big cities together with the rise of railroads made possible the modern department 
stores. After roughly half a century, when automobiles came along, new retail centers were formed in 
the suburbs, challenging the city-based department stores. In the 60s and 70s, the first discount chains 
were constructed, together with the big-box “category killers”. Each wave of change did not eliminate 
what came before it, but it rather remodeled the landscape and redefined consumer expectations and 
behavior. 
 
In the last two decades, retailers have experienced another important change. The e-commerce has 
been continuously growing and is nowadays a steady economic reality with online sales that account 
for a considerable portion of total sales. Although the digital shopping has been initially mainly 
perceived as a threat, farsighted property owners have realized how it could also have been turned into 
a massive opportunity. Thus, in many aspects, landlords have modified malls and the connected 
shopping experience to avoid obsolescence. Shopping center owners and tenants have adapted to such 
trends implementing firstly multi-channel and then omni-channel selling strategy. As a result, the 
digital shopping is nowadays mutated into an integrative interaction between customers and retailers 
through countless channels. The shopping experience has already faced profound changes and it is 
destined to become even more digitalized in the next future. 
 
While the retail industry has been changing dramatically, the legal framework that binds its economic 
actors (property owners and tenants) has remained fundamentally constant. Commercial retail leases 
are, and always have been, of two forms: either fixed or revenue based. In the first case, the tenant is 
obliged to pay a fixed amount to the property owner, while, in the latter, the rent that the lessee is 
required to pay to the landlord depends directly on the amount of sales generated by the retailer in the 
store, allowing therefore the two parties to share the risk. 
 
The legal structure has worked flawlessly, but the previously described transformation of sales channel 
represents a threat to the effectiveness of the turnover based contracts. The seamless integration of 
channels typical of the omni-channel causes important issues in the computation of sales. It has 
become increasingly arduous to account for sales that are performed within the premises and should 
thus be included in generated in-store revenue, making the calculation of the rent unreliable. As a 
result, turnover based contract are becoming nowadays obsolete and thus their use more seldom. 
 
The decreasing enforcement of variable contracts in favor of fixed rents has diminished the possibility 
of risk-sharing between landlords and tenants. There is thus the need of designing innovative variable 
leases that are not based on the in-store generated revenue, but still allow the two parties to share the 
risk.  
 
The present thesis work analyzes the described issues in more detail, through a review of professional 
reports and academic papers. Also, it provides a theoretical analysis of the optimization of rents, 
making use of a value chain analysis and building a contract-theory principal-agent model. Finally, it 
suggest a new model for designing variable retail lease contracts and investigates its legal, technical and 
financial feasibility, underlying advantages and disadvantages from the landlord’s and tenant’s 
perspective. 
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1.2 Problem definition 

1.2.1 Aim and purpose 

As anticipated in the background section, the retail real estate sector is experiencing rapid, yet 
profound, changes, due to the massive digitalization of the consumers and their consumption behavior. 
Sales channels have changed and the revenue generated by retailers is become impossible to track. 
Yet, contractual agreements between property owners and tenants have not significantly changed and 
are still commonly either fixed or in-store revenue based.  
The present paper has the aim to describe such changes in the retail industry, analyze advantages and 
disadvantages of the contracts that the parties are nowadays enforcing. Finally, it aims to provide a 
suggestion for a new, innovative way to design rental contracts, which allows the payment of a variable 
rent that is not based on the revenue generated by the retailer in the store.  
 
The paper describes and analyzes such topics and its aims and purposes can be formulated as follows: 
 

• provide a thorough literature review and analysis from scholars and professionals in the 
industry about the transformation of the retail real estate industry due to the digitalization of 
the consumers and the alteration in consumption behavior; 
 

• analyze advantages and disadvantages of the current enforceable contracts, fixed or revenue-
based, underlying possible obsolesces; 
 

• build the framework of a new contractual agreement between landlords and tenants that 
would allow a variable payment, yet not based on the in-store generated revenue; 
 

• investigate the legal, technical and financial feasibility of such innovative contracts; 
 

• present consequences, advantages and disadvantages of enforcing the new contracts; 
 

• describe and analyze reactions to such contracts by professionals in the retail industry, both 
from the tenant and property owner side. 

1.2.2 Limitations of the study 

One limitation of the present study is represented by the lack of use of real data. The visitors-based 
model could have been tested in a deeper way if some data (stores’ generated revenue, number of 
visitors, etc.) were provided to the author. However, due to confidentiality reasons, it has been not 
possible to get access to such information. 
 
The dimension of the sample of interviewed people can represent another limitation. The study is 
however to be intended as qualitative and thus the size of the sample is not necessarily a significant 
problem. 
 
Although its applicability is probably extendable to the majority of western countries where the retail 
real estate industry is highly developed, the present thesis work is focused on the Swedish market. In 
particular concerning the legal feasibility of the model, the attention has been concentrated on the 
Swedish law. 
 
In particular in regards to the presented model, the study is also to be intended as a first stage analysis. 
The paper does not prove or disprove its applicability or efficacy, but rather serves as a ground over 
which further research can be performed.  
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1.2.3 Research motivation and research questions  

The main reason that motivated the choice of such topic has to be researched in the lack of innovation 
that characterizes the design of retail contracts. From the analysis of academic literature, professional 
reports, and seminars as well as from the conversations with practitioners in the retail real estate 
industry it seems doubtless that current contracts are not ideally designed. There is indeed an actual 
need for agreements that can better represent the dynamics between the two parties, in particular 
when it comes to calculation of the revenue generated by the store.  
To solve the issue connected to the computation of online sales, recent and present research works 
have been focusing on the improvement of the agreements that focuses on a more detailed 
implementation of the legal clauses. The present work concentrated instead on a profound change in 
the design of contracts that is potentially able to radically eliminate the problem.  
 
The complexity and significance of such a challenge has been the main motivation that led to the 
development of the present thesis work, which aims to be innovative and inventive, but also practical 
and concrete. 
 
More in detail, the thesis aims to answer the following questions: 
 

• How are contractual and agreements between landlords and tenants currently implemented? 
 

• What are the pros and the cons of offering fixed or revenue based contracts? 
 

• Are current retail contracts obsolete? If yes, why? How can they be improved?  
 

• How is it possible to implement variable contracts that do not account for revenue? 
 

• Would these contracts be legally feasible? What problems would arise if enforced? 
 

• How would the two parties (i.e. property owners and tenants) react to these new contracts? 
!
! !
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1.3 Disposition 

Chapter 1 – Introduction   
The first chapter provides an introduction that includes a descriptive background on the retail industry 
with a particular attention to the e-commerce. It includes the problem definition as well as the general 
outline of the paper. 
 
Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
The literature review aims to review the most important trends in the retail industry and examines 
thoroughly the previous academic work concentrated on the connection between the physical and 
digital shopping. Finally an academic review of the optimal design of retail contracts is provided. 
 
Chapter 3 – Theory 
The third section of the thesis is dedicated to the theoretical analysis of the issue. Initially it provides a 
description of the creation of the value in the retail industry trough a value chain analysis. Secondly, it 
includes an investigation of the lease agreements from a contract theory perspective.  
 
Chapter 4 – Methodology 
The methodology chapter concentrates on the description and analysis of the research methods. In 
particular, it discusses the choice of the methods underlining advantages and limitations. 
 
Chapter 5 – The Model 
The fifth chapter provides the description of a new model to design retail leases. The feasibility of the 
proposed model is analyzed from a legal, technical and financial perspective.  
 
Chapter 6 – Results and Analysis 
Chapter six describes and analyzes the reactions to the possible enforcement of such contract from 
representatives of the two involved parties, property owners and tenants. 
 
Chapter 7 – Recommendations and Discussion 
The final section includes a discussion of the possible consequences of findings, it provides 
recommendations for the use of the model and suggestions for further studies.  
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2 Literature review  

2.0 Introduction 

The present literature study has been divided in the following sections:  
 
Retail trends 
The very first portion of the literature review provides a descriptive background that sets the ground 
over which the paper is constructed. It provides the reader with the most important facts, data and 
trends that are necessary for a sufficient understanding of the importance of the present study. In 
particular, it concentrates on describing the retail industry current situation, the new trends that are 
affecting consumer behavior and, as a consequence, property owners’ strategies. The description is 
performed at both an international and national (i.e. Swedish) level. 
 
Empirical studies on digitalization and alteration in consumer behavior 
The second section concentrates on the theoretical analysis of the alteration of consumer behavior due 
to the presence of the new sales channels. It presents the most important research studies performed in 
the last decades together with a brief analysis. 
!
Retail lease contracts 
The last part of the literature analysis provides a description of retail lease contracts, presents the 
possible forms of enforcing lease contracts and reviews relevant academic papers on the optimization 
of contractual agreements in the retail industry. 
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2.1 Retail Trends 

2.1.1 The digital retail landscape 

The business to consumer (B2C) e-commerce turnover has been growing steadily over the past decades 
and accounts now for a considerable portion of total sales in most of the western countries. A growing 
online population that is leading to a substantial change in consumer behavior has driven the sharp 
growth of Internet retailing.  
Similarly to other disruptive revolutions, digital retail technology experienced an instable start. The 
1990s initial boom instigated speculative investments and it collapsed in the early new millennium with 
the well-known dot-com bubble.  
Nowadays, however, the digital sales economic reality is stable and well established and, as it can be 
appreciated in figure 1, is expected to grow at an even faster pace in the next future.  

 
Estimations of the total e-sales turnover have been assessed around $400 bn in Europe and close to $1 
trillion in the whole world (Prologis, 2014).  
In developed e-commerce markets, online sales typically account from 5% to 10% of total retail 
spending with an expected annual growth over 15%. Moreover, around 85% of the total annual 
growth in the retail industry is related to the e-commerce (JLL, 2013).  As a result, online retailers have 
reached outstanding market values, with Amazon being worth more than $200 bn (2015). 
The UK is currently the world leader in e-commerce sales as a percentage of total sales (figure 2). 
Reasons have to be researched in the higher familiarity with the e-shopping system, given its earlier 
adoption and a grocery e-commerce volume that, although still reduced, is clearly larger that in the 
other western countries (PwC Real Estate, 2014).  
Furthermore, the m-commerce (purchases and sales conducted through handheld electronic devices 
such as smartphones or tablets) is gaining power and attaining nowadays a substantial portion of the 
total online sales (Euromonitor, 2014). This trend is of particular importance since it shows how 
consumers are becoming increasingly comfortable in buying quickly and everywhere. In order words, 
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digital sales are performed not only home from a computer, but also in a shopping center through a 
mobile device. 

!
Figure 2 - Source: Jones Lang LaSalle, 2013 

When it comes to digital retailing, different categories of merchandise account for different volumes of 
sales. The so-called core e-commerce categories (books & media, electronics, clothing & shoes, 
furniture & home decoration) are increasingly often traded online (RREEF Real Estate, 2012).  
In particular, the online market penetration of books & media has recently exceeded 50% in UK. 
Conversely, despite the effort of eminent early pioneers in grocery delivery such as Amazon, food & 
beverage online sales are still narrowed to a very small portion of total sales with no sign of noteworthy 
increase in the next years (PwC Real Estate, 2014). 

!
Figure 3 - Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2014!  
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2.1.2 Consequences of digitalization the retail industry 

The growth of digitalization has having heavy consequences on the shopping activities. Changes in 
consumer behavior have materialized not only through pure online purchases, but also in several other 
indirect ways. Regardless of the volume of sales actually conducted online, recent trends show how an 
even larger portion of sales is directly influenced by the Internet through comparison of prices, 
promotion or incentives from the websites etc. (JLL, 2013 and RREEF Real Estate, 2012). 
The combination of physical store and online store has, in fact, been evidenced to be successful. A 
recent study performed by Deloitte has showed how the digitally active consumers have a conversion 
rate (i.e. number of walk-ins divided by number of sales transactions) significantly higher than non-
active consumers. As reported in figure 4, the conversion rate can increase up to 40% depending on 
the fact that a consumer uses or not a digital device before and/or during the shopping experience in 
the store. 
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Figure 4 - Source: Deloitte, 2014 

However, an effective digital experience has to be pertinent to the moment – whether at home or in 
the shopping aisle. The more the digital experience and information match the shopper’s needs at a 
given moment, the more likely she would be to buy and therefore higher the conversion rate. As a 
result, traditional retail chains are trying to become more and more digitalized to capture the attention 
also in the world wide web. At the same time, online distributors look for physical places to leverage 
the advantage that the physical space provides. Consequently, landlords have the opportunity to be 
protagonists in this dynamic change. To help digital actors creating added value in the store, or 
traditional chains to show their digital deals, property owners are changing their offers.  
 
The effect is not always univocal: some tenants ask for larger areas, many for smaller spaces. Brand 
new players want access to shopping centers and try their concepts over a limited period of time. 
Predictions of how a shopping center might look like in the next future have showed how the retail 
space is no longer perceived merely as a physical area, but it rather includes the material and digital 
sphere (Magnusson et al., 2014). This fusion of retail channels has also been denominated “omni-
channel” or “liquid space” (Coop fastigheter, 2014). 
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Shopping Process with different Sales Channels 
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Figure 5 

Figure 5 shows how the selling and purchasing processes have radically changed in the last years.  
 
Only a few years ago, most of the retailers were using a single channel strategy. In that case, the 
consumer’s shopping process, from the discovery of the product to the purchase and the after sales 
experience, was entirely taking place inside the physical store.  
 
A few years ago, many retailers have started implementing online sales and thus making use of a multi-
channel selling strategy. Thus, it has been possible to discover and interact with a product in the store, 
but then to order the same product online. In a multi-channel system, however, the two dimensions 
(physical and digital) are clearly distinct. I.e. a purchase that has been performed online cannot always 
be returned easily in the store etc. 
 
Currently, the new trend consists in implementing the so-called omni-channel sales approach strategy.  
The omni-channel (also spelled omnichannel) can be defined as a multi-channel approach to sales that 
aims to provide the consumer with a unified shopping experience, regardless of the shopping channel 
(computer, mobile device or physical store). The main advantage of the omni-channel is that it merges 
the advantages of in-store (brick and mortar) shopping with the abundance of information of the online 
shopping. Online and offline channels differ in fact in their ability to deliver information and product 
fulfillment, which are the two most critical channel functions. An omni-channel retailer can therefore 
deliver and satisfy consumers’ preferences for both (Bell et al. 2013).  
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2.1.3 The Swedish retail situation 

In recent years, the retailing industry has been a major drive of the Swedish economy. Retail is one of 
the largest expenditure items, given that around one every three crowns of household consumption 
goes into retail (Svenskhandel, 2014).  
 
In 2013, the retail sector was employing roughly 280’000 workers in Sweden, the majority of them in 
young age. The retail industry is in fact for young people a gateway to the job market, with roughly 
20% of the population between 16 and 24 years involved (Svenskhandel, 2014). 
 
Although being threatened from several economic crises, the retail sector has always responded 
positively. While other industries have been affected by the recession, retailers increased its sales year 
after year and can proudly claim to have shown positive sales growth for consecutive 18 years (figure 
6).  
 

!
Figure 6 - Source: SCB Statistika Centralbyrån, 2015 

 
Together with a healthy economic growth, retail sales growth rates in Sweden have well exceeded the 
European average for many years and the trend shows no sign of abating any time soon.  
Furthermore, the Swedish transparent property market has made the country attractive for 
international retail property investors that have been looking at Sweden with increasing interest in last 
years (JLL, 2013). 
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2.1.4 Sweden and the digital shopping 

The Swedish e-commerce is a strong, well-established reality with the Swedish digital retail turnover 
that increased steadily in the last decade. In particular, as showed in figure 7, the annual growth has 
been constantly over 10% in the last 5 years (HUI Research, 2015). 
 

!
Figure 7 - Source: HUI Research, 2015 

 
Digital shopping, that now accounts for SEK 42,9 Bn (2015), represents 6,4% of retail sales in 
Sweden's total retail turnover (HUI Research, 2015). Figure 8 indicates how the e-commerce total 
revenue is distributed in different business lines. 

 
 

Figure 8 - Source: HUI Research, 2015 
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Similarly to other countries, not all the merchandise is traded online with the same frequency. Swedish 
trends generally follow the rest of the globe, since products like books & media, clothing & shoes and 
electronic apparels are the ones most bought online (figure 9). 
 
A category of products that is rarely purchased online in Sweden is food, with only 4% of consumers 
who traded at least once food online in the whole 2013 while, as in example, in the UK that 
percentage was around 27% (Postnord et al. 2014). 
 

 
 

Figure 9 - Source: HUI Research, 2015 

 
In terms of demographics, Swedish buyers that are the most often purchasing online are between 30 
and 49 years old. In 2014, 48% of people in this age group have bought merchandise online at least 
once a month. At the second place follow 18 to 29 years old consumers with 39% and thirdly 50 to 64 
years old purchasers with 27%. Individuals over 64 years old are, unsurprisingly, the least active 
online, with 13% (HUI, 2015).  
Some differences are present also concerning gender. Both men and women purchase frequently books 
and clothes online, but while men are also regularly buying sport accessories and electronics, women’s 
attention goes to make-up products and furniture (HUI, 2015). 
 
Reports from property owners, consultancy companies and main retailers in the Swedish retail 
industry all agree on one concept: omni-channel. Companies that will be the most successful in the 
future will be those that will be able create the same consumer experiences in all purchasing channels.  
To be effective, retail property owners need to integrate the advantages of sales in the physical stores 
with the transparency and convenience that consumers are experiencing with the digital commerce. 
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2.2 Empirical studies on the consequences of the e-commerce on 
retail real estate 

The impact of e-commerce on retailing has lately attained a lot of attention from scholars and 
professionals. There is nowadays a growing body of literature on the topic that ranges over several 
aspects of the retailing industry. In order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the connections 
and consequences of the digital shopping on the retail real estate industry, it is essential to analyze 
many aspects of the phenomenon and explore, among others, the fields of information and 
communication technology (ICT), consumer behavior and transportation.  
 
In the last three decades, academics have attempted to identify how digital purchases affect physical 
shopping. Conceptual and empirical studies suggest that the e-shopping may interact with traditional 
shopping in four essential ways: substitution, complementarity, modification and neutrality. What 
follows is a definition of each one of the concepts together with a brief review of previous academic 
works. 

2.2.1 Effects of digitalization on shopping behavior 

Substitution 
The substitution effect arises whenever the e-shopping replaces the physical shopping. A typical 
example of substitution occurs when a trip to a physical store is replaced by a purchase on the Internet. 
The phenomenon has caused not indifferent apprehensions to property owners that have seen in the e-
commerce growth an intimidating threat.  
Many empirical studies have been performed in the last two decades, in order to estimate the impact 
of the substitution effect. Although the extent of the outcome varies quantitatively across countries, 
there is a strong evidence of a consistent effect. Studies have been performed all over the globe; from 
Singapore (Sim et al. 2002) to the UK (Cairns et al. 2004), from Tennesee, USA (Tonn et al. 2004), to 
the Netherlands (Weltevreden et al. 2007). Unsurprisingly, a common pattern that has been showed is 
a reduction in travels to physical stores in favor of an increasing usage of online shopping. 
 
Complementarity (Enhancement and Efficiency) 
It is possible to subset complementarity into two categories: enhancement and efficiency. 
Enhancement, also denominated as generation, refers to the extent to which the digital shopping 
affects directly traditional shopping. Examples of it are nowadays countless; enhancement can be seen 
in special promotions, coupons, advertisement and incentives that produce supplementary visits to the 
physical stores. 
Efficiency occurs where physical shopping is a necessary complement to (or side-effect of) the digital 
shopping, thereby increasing the efficiency of the e-shopping or vice versa (Weltevreden, 2007). As an 
example, a digital store can allow customers to order a product online and later pick it up in the store. 
This sort of strategy is particularly appealing for a certain segment of clients since the purchase 
addresses safety concerns about online payments, it does not need a delivery fee and it encourages an 
additional trip to the store.  
Studies have shown how the combination of an online platform and a physical store has been highly 
successful. Already in the early 2000s, an empirical research on malls in the Greater Toronto Area, 
Canada, found that viewing online and buying in-store generated on average three times more sales 
than direct online sales (Hernandez et al. 2001). Furthermore, findings from different samples and 
statistical methods have shown that the more customers search online, the more they are likely to make 
non-daily shopping trips to physical stores (Farag et al 2005, 2006, 2007). 
!  
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Modification 
Modification denotes the alteration of a physical purchase due to a precedent visit on the Internet. It 
refers to a variation in the consumer behavior in the shopping center, often in terms of time spent 
inside the store. Customers acquire information online beforehand and, as a result, visits in the stores 
are shorter due to the clients’ faster products selection.  Specifically, it has been shown that the 
frequency of online buying and searching have a negative effect on the duration of physical shopping 
trips (Farag et al. 2006, 2007). 
 
Neutrality 
Neutrality implies that e-shopping does not affect physical shopping and vice versa. It means that an 
online purchase does not replace or generate a physical shopping activity. As predictable, the effect 
might differ among products. While for core e-commerce merchandising is typically significant, for 
items that are infrequently purchased online it is more likely to be unimportant. 
 
Recapitulation 
The described four categories are definitely valuable for theorizing, but often difficult to be clearly 
demarked in practice. Several studies have performed with the aim to capture which one of the effects 
have been relevant for a given sample, in a given area and results have not been necessarily uniform. A 
list of empirical studies performed in the last two and half decades has been included to provide an 
indication of the main results (table 1). 
 
The substitution effect is the one that have been studied the most until only few years ago. Reasons for 
such a thing might be detected into the more easily measurability of the effect if compared to the 
others. Internet retailing distributors have grown exceptionally in the last years, capturing lots of 
attention from professionals in the industry. 
 
However, an even more interesting data is represented by the portion of sales that has been executed 
physically but influenced online, that are calculated nowadays to be from 40% to 65% of total sales 
(JLL, 2013, Deloitte, 2014, TIAA, 2014). If online-influenced physical sales are added to physically-
influenced online sales, it can be easily appreciated how pure online or pure physical sales are already 
a minor portion of the total retail revenue. This minor portion is even expected to diminish and 
become an exception, if not even ultimately disappear, in the future.  
Thus, the combination of channels, at first materialized with the so-called multi-channel and lately 
with the well-known omni-channel is widely believed to represent the future of retailing. Scholars are 
nowadays investigating the effectiveness of such sales approach along several dimensions:  information 
consistency between channels, freedom in channel selection, e-mail marketing effectiveness, channel 
reciprocity, and appreciation of store-based customer service (Lee, 2010). 

2.2.2 Consequences on lease contracts 

Such shift in sales channel has an important repercussion on the contractual agreements between 
property owner and tenants. Turnover based contracts present today significant legal issues based on 
the problematic interpretation of the contracts’ clauses. Distinguishing between transactions that are 
performed online or in the store is becoming more and more difficult and, as a result, it is nowadays 
arduous to distinctively separate which sales have been performed within the premises and have to be 
accounted in the “store revenue”. Specialized lawyers strive to define the business characteristics in a 
more precise way, but it seems nowadays impossible to track online sales and thus individuate the 
precise volume of turnover that has been generated within the premises of a specific store. 
This important issue, the impossibility of assigning digital sales to a given store, will be further 
discussed and analyzed in the continuation of the thesis work and represents one of the main reasons 
why turnover based contracts are becoming obsolete.   
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Empirical studies on the impact of e-shopping on physical shopping 
!
Author (Art. Year)  Country, (Year) Object of study Effect 

Timmermans et al. 
(1991) 

Netherlands (1988) Choice between teleshopping and in-store shopping Depends 

Casas et al. (2001) USA (1999) Percentage of shopping trips in total personal trips N 

Cubukhu (2001) USA (1995) Total annual shopping trips in a metropolitan area S 

Hernandez et al. (2001) USA (2000) 
Channel sales contribution as a share of total retail 
sales for 15 retail categories S, M (mainly M) 

Ward (2001) USA (1996/97) Consumer choice among distribution channels 
(channel substitutability) 

N 

Dixon et al. (2002) UK (2000) Town center purchases S 

Sim and Koi (2002) Singapore (NA) Frequency of in-store shopping S, N (mainly N) 

Bhat et al. (2003) Germany (1999) 
Inter-shopping duration for non- maintenance 
goods S, E (mainly S) 

Ferrell (2004) USA (2000) Shopping travel distances and shopping travel 
frequencies (trips) 

E (trips), M 
(distances) 

Tonn et al. (2004) USA (2001) Trips to five types of stores (i.e. books, groceries, 
clothing, music, and other) 

S, E (mainly S) 

Farag et al. (2005) Netherlands (2003) Frequency of in-store shopping E 

Farag et al. (2006) Netherlands (2003) 
Number and duration of daily and non-daily in-
store shopping trips 

M (duration), E 
(number) 

Farag et al. (2007) Netherlands (2003) 
Frequency of in-store shopping and duration of in-
store shopping trips 

M (duration), E 
(frequency) 

Weltevreden (2007) Netherlands (2003, 
2005) 

Impact of e-shopping on shopping at city centers in 
the Netherlands for different retail categories 

E 

Rotem-Mindali et al. 
(2007) 

Israel (2004) Attitude towards e-shopping for different type of 
merchandise 

M 

Hsiao (2008) Taiwan (2002) Choice of physical or digital purchases in bookstores S, M (mainly S) 

Hahn et al. (2009) USA (2007) 
Influences of consumer trust on apparel shopping 
intention operated by a multi-channel retailer M, E (mainly E) 

Kim et al. (2009) USA (2008) 
Consumer perceptions of price-quality-value based 
on shopping channel attributes  E 

Kwan et al. (2009) USA (2003/04) Factors that affect the adoption of e-shopping,  
reasons to adopt it and changes in travel patterns  

M, E 

Lee et al. (2010) USA (2009) Dimensionality of a multichannel retailer’s cross-
channel integration practices and effectiveness 

E 

Bell et al. (2013) USA (2010/13) The efficiency of omni-channel environments on 
shopping conversion E 

!
S = substitution,  E = enhancement,  M = modification,  N = neutrality 

Table 1 
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2.3 Retail lease contracts 

The design of rental contracts in the retail industry is a complex issue that has been widely investigated 
in the recent years. A retail lease contract is an agreement between the property owner and the tenant 
that defines, among other things, the amount of rent that the lessee is obliged to pay to the lessor for a 
given period of time. Given that the rent is the fundamental asset that determines the value of a 
property, a correct determination of the rent is of vital importance. 
 
Although the retail industry has experienced profound modifications in the last decades, enforceable 
rental contracts have not changed significantly.  
Typically, retail leases contracts are of three different natures: fixed, revenue based or a combination 
of the two. In the first case, the payment is determined ex-ante given the characteristics of the store, in 
the second case the rent depends on the volume of sales generated by the tenant in the store. The third 
type of contract rents is set along two dimensions: a base (or minimum) rent and a so-called 
“supplementary” (or “overage”) rent. The latter obliges the lessee to pay an additional rent as a 
percentage of the revenue generated above a predetermined threshold. 

2.3.1 Fixed contracts 

In a fixed contractual agreement, the tenant is obliged to pay a fixed amount to the property owner. 
The amount is generally dependent on physical attributes, such as the size and location of the store, as 
well as features like the attractivity of the mall, the tenant mix et cetera.  
 
A fixed payment has always represented in the retail industry the most common system to set rents. A 
fixed rent is easier to agree upon and does not require control over other variables such as the store’s 
generated revenue.  
Another fundamental reason for such thing has its grounds on the process that concerns the 
determination of the property value. The value of a shopping center and in general of commercial real 
estate is in fact most commonly calculated discounting the cash flow, which is mainly constituted by 
the rent. In this respect, enforcing fixed contracts facilitates the calculation of the real estate valuation 
and makes the forecast of future property prices stable and predictable. Landlords have therefore the 
tendency to prefer such agreements since a steady and foreseeable income is of great importance 
especially if the real estate company is publicly listed or it is looking for external investors. 

2.3.2 Variable revenue based contracts 

It exists another type of rental agreements, the so-called revenue based contracts. In this case, the rent 
that the tenant is required to pay to the property owner depends directly on the amount of sales 
generated by the retailer in the store. A first, simplified form of revenue based contracts has existed 
since centuries ago. The issue subdivision of the output between landlord and tenant has its roots in 
the medieval age, when sharecropping was a common practice. Landowners allowed lessees to use 
their land in return for a share of the crops produced on the property. Tenants were, this way, paying 
the rent with a portion of the revenue. 
 
Variable contracts can be subdivided in two main subcategories. The first type is constituted by 
agreements that are entirely based on the generated revenue. In this case, the rent is composed in the 
form a pure percentage rent. 
The second type of variable contracts concerns the combination of fixed and revenue based contracts. 
In this case, rents are split in two parts. Firstly, a base rent that the tenant is always required to pay in 
any case. If the tenant reaches certain threshold in generated revenue in the store, she will split the 
additional revenue with the property owner paying an amount as part of the rent. This type of leases is 
nowadays extensively used. However, the variable turnover based portion of the rent is  increasingly 
diminishing.  
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2.3.3 Standard commercial leases in Sweden  

In Sweden, commercial leases tend to be highly standardized. The physical standard of premises is 
high and fee structures are generally cost-effective, while the regulatory system is business-friendly with 
high transparency (Swedish Trade & Investing Council, 2014). Commercial leases are subject to the 
Swedish Land Code (Jordabalken) 

2.3.3.1 Lease length 
Commercial leases’ typical lengths range from 3/5 to 10/15 years. Such long time allows both the 
parties to estimate with accuracy and certainty the future costs or income and plan accordingly. 
Moreover, rents are linked to changes in the consumer price index to keep pace with inflation. 
 
In the recent years, however, new types of tenants such as pop-up stores have entered in the market. 
Such tenants request to make use of a certain space in the shopping center for shorter period of time 
that can go from few months to only a weekend. Short-term contracts (less than 3 years) are however 
treated differently (i.e. less flexibility is allowed) from the Swedish Land Code. For this reason property 
owners and tenants are nowadays working on the construction of new, more flexible, rental 
agreements that would make such arrangements legally possible. 

2.3.3.2 Structure of a standard commercial lease 
The majority of property owners provide standardized contracts for commercial leases. The contract 
usually consists of two main parts:  
 

a. A four-page document that comes from the Swedish Landlords Association (the so-called 
fastighetsägarna hyreskontrakt för lokal) with appendices regarding index adjustments and property 
tax.  
 

b. In particular in regards to retail premises, contracts include an additional document with 
special provisions. The content of this document differs for every property owner, but the 
general structure is similar. It includes the description of the characteristics of the property as 
well as detailed information about the payment of the rent. 

2.3.3.3 Rental payments 
In the commercial Swedish real estate industry, the form of rent payable makes no exception. The rent 
is generally turnover based or fixed and many retail tenants often stipulate a revenue based contract 
with a minimum (base) rent (Swedish Trade & Investing Council, 2014). A standard agreement 
involves quarterly payment in advance, with the rent adjusted during the term of the lease according to 
changes in the consumer price index.  
 
! !
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2.3.5 Optimization of contracts 

Researches on the determination of rents and prices in properties have begun at least from the time of 
Ricardo in the early 19th century. A crucial breakthrough concerning the optimization of incentives 
and risk-sharing is constituted by the paper “Incentives and Risk Sharing in Sharecropping” by Joseph 
Stiglitz (1974) that it is considered nowadays a milestone in the study of leasing contracts. 
 
In recent years, a number of economists have focused on researching the ideal management of the 
leasing process. Rental rates determination has been perceived as a method to discriminate between 
tenants given their characteristics, such as default probability and traffic-generating potential 
(Benjamin et al. 1991). In terms of variable contracts, a possible explanation for the existence of the 
percentage rent is that it serves as a hedge against inflation (Hines, 1988). In particular, on average, 
percentage rents have been noticed being lowest for large stores (like anchors) and highest for small 
stores with higher operating margins (Williams, 2014). 
 
Furthermore, the supplementary rent has been studied as a method for sorting between successful and 
unsuccessful tenants (Wheaton, 2000) or as a bonding relationship between landlord and occupant 
(Mooradian et al., 2002). The structure of the retail lease has also been analyzed through the 
development of an option-theoretic model (Grenadier 1995, Benjamin et al., 2004). The percentage 
rent can allow risk-averse landlords and tenants to share risk (Miceli et al., 1995). Furthermore, both 
base and percentage rent can reduce conflicts of interest between risk-averse landlords and tenants 
(Brueckner 1993). 
!
A particularly interesting approach to the issue of retail lease contract is the analysis in a principal-
agent framework. Retail revenue fluctuates depending on many economic and stochastic factors; 
however, they are also attributable to the tenant’s effort. Since the effort is not observable by the 
landlord, a moral hazard problem arises.  
Research studies have shown how an optimal linear risk-sharing contract is a form of the pure 
percentage rent if the tenant is risk-averse and the landlord is risk-neutral. However, an optimal linear 
contract that provides incentives for effort and shares may include the percentage rent and the fixed 
rent as well (Lee, 1995).  
 
Regarding the impact of technology on traditional retail sales, commercial property values and 
percentage rents, an interesting study has been performed at a both theoretical and empirical level in 
the end of the 1990s. The study has showed how most retailers were already shifting from on-site sales 
to off-site e-commerce sales with shopping center owners gaining no provisions for such turnover. As a 
result, it suggested how commercial leases were already in need to be altered to account for online sales 
(Baen, 2000). 
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3 Theory  

3.0 Introduction 

The present chapter focuses on a theoretical analysis of the optimization of retail lease contracts. The 
chapter is divided in two main parts:  
 
Value chain analysis 
The first part aims to analyze the mechanism of value creation in the retail real estate industry. In 
particular, investigating how such mechanism has changed in the last years with the digitalization of 
shopping, it is possible to draw interesting insights on the measurement of a store’s performance. 
 
Contract theory analysis  
In the second part a game theory analysis is provided. After having constructed a contract theory 
principal-agent model, insights on the rent optimizations are derived and described. 

3.1 Value chain analysis 

The present section of the theory chapter aims to analyze and describe in simple terms the value chain 
mechanism in the retail real estate industry. Also, it describes how the creation of value has changed as 
well as how and why lease contracts should change accordingly.  

3.1.1 Retail real estate value chain old model 

A traditional way to see the creation of value in the retail industry is described in figure 10.  
 

Traditional retail real estate value chain 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 10 

In the retail real estate industry, the parameter that has been traditionally seen as the most important 
economic underlying factor has been represented by the amount of physical sales performed in a store, 
or, in simpler terms, the turnover.  
 
Historically, a well-performing shopping center has been one that has had a high level of revenue 
generated in its stores. When negotiating the rent in a given store, the discussion between the shopping 
center manager and the tenant has been focused on one main aspect: the level of sales achieved in the 
store. In fact, since a well-performing store leads to a high rent, a store with a high turnover tends to 
pay a higher rent. This has been happening either directly (in case of a turnover-based rent) or 
indirectly, through a renegotiation of the rent between the two parties. 
 
!  
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However, is the level of turnover an ideal way to evaluate a store’s performance?  
 
The answer is probably no. Or better, not anymore and not always. The described traditional value 
chain analysis is no longer valid in the retail industry. The reason relies in the fact that the creation of 
value of a sale is no longer trackable.  
 
As explained previously, more and more retailers have been implementing an omni-channel selling 
strategy. Customers are therefore more and more often leveraging such system in several ways: online 
purchase, click-and-collect etc. The physical store has still a primary role in the shopping journey, 
since customers have the possibility to see, try and experience the merchandise. However, it is clearly 
not possible to precisely assign to a single store the exact amount of sales that is has generated online.  
 
To explain it more clearly, an example is provided. There might be a store visited by a great number 
of customers that try and get interested about the retailers’ products. However, for logistic reasons, the 
majority of the customers prefer to purchase products online. 
Is this store well performing? Yes, it definitely represents an ideal asset for a retailing company that 
would be willing to pay a high rent for such location, given that it creates great value.  
Is the in-store generated revenue high? No, customers prefer to buy merchandise online after having 
interacted with it in the store. 
 
This implies that the traditional described value chain has become obsolete and that a new, revised 
value chain is needed. 

3.1.2 Retail real estate value chain in an omni-channel selling strategy 

In presence of an omni-channel selling strategy, the value chain for the retail real estate industry can 
be described as follows (figure 11). 
 

Retail real estate value chain – omni-channel 
 
 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Figure 11 
!
In an omni-channel system, the retailer’s revenue comes from different channels and the physical store 
does sometimes only represent a show room where consumers have the opportunity to interact with 
the products. The revenue is generated through several, integrated channels and it is impossible to 
assign to every single store a particular portion of the total revenue simply looking at the in-store 
turnover. Rather the presence of every single store contributes to the retailer’s total turnover as 
customers increase their awareness of the products when interacting with them in the store. 
!
Insight n°1 
Given the impossibility of assigning digital sales to a given store, accounting for in-store revenue is no 
longer an efficient method to assess a store’s performance. 
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3.2 Optimization of retail lease contracts - a game theory approach 

The present section of the paper aims to examine and theoretically rationalize the design of retail lease 
contract. This portion of the thesis concentrates on analyzing the fundamental advantages and 
disadvantages that come from the implementation of one or the other type of contractual agreements. 
The chapter analyzes the benefits originated by the enforcement of a fixed or variable contract and 
underlines the benefits and limitations of the two approaches. To perform the analysis, it has been 
decided to make use of a game theory, specifically contract theory, methodology and to design and 
solve a principal-agent model.  

3.2.1 Contract theory - generalities 

Contract theory is a branch of game theory that studies how economic actors construct contractual 
arrangements, in particular in the presence of asymmetric information. Applications of contract theory 
find place in the fields of economics, finance, management and corporate law. Since the first formal 
treatment of the topic by Kenneth Arrow in the 1960s, contract theory has been a highly successful 
theoretical approach. Scholars that have been rewarded with the Nobel prize for their contributions in 
this area are now several and include illustrious intellectuals such as Ronald Coase, William Vickrey, 
Joseph Stiglitz and Michael Spence. 
 
A standard practice in the microeconomics of contract theory is to represent the behavior of a 
decision-maker under certain numerical utility structures, and then apply an optimization algorithm to 
identify optimal decisions (Bolton et al., 2005). The procedure has been used in the contract theory 
framework to solve and analyze several typical situations, labeled moral hazard, adverse selection and 
signaling. In the present paper, a moral hazard principal-agent model situation is designed, solved and 
analyzed. 

 3.2.1.1 The principal-agent model 
In a typical standard principal-agent model, there are two economic actors: the principal and the 
agent. The principal (representing often an employer) is the individual that offers a contract, while the 
agent (in most models representing an employee) can either accept or reject the contract. A typical 
model functions as follows: 
 
STAGE 1   The principal offers a contract a to the agent. 
 
STAGE 2    The agent decides to either accept the contract or reject the contract.  

In case of rejection, she ends up with a reservation utility !. 
 
STAGE 3 Once accepted, the contract, the agent is then going to put an effort that can be high eh 

or low el.  
The cost of a high effort is defined as e, whilst low effort is costless for the agent.  
A high effort likely yields high outcome Ch while a low effort likely leads to low outcome 
Cl.  

 
STAGE 4    Nature, i.e. neither the agent nor the principal determines the outcome. 

The probability of eh to lead to Ch and of el to lead to Cl is defined as (1 – "). 
" represents the uncertainty of the outcome. 

 
PAYOFFS  The principal’s payoff is constituted by the outcome C, while the agent’s payoff is 

represented by the utility yielded by the salary at the net of a possible effort cost. The 
tenant’s payoff is represented by the utility created by the generated revenue less the due 
rent and the eventual effort cost.  
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Principal-agent Model Extensive Form 
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Figure 12 

3.2.1.2 Solving a principal-agent model 
The mathematical solution of the model can be reached satisfying the following constraints. A more 
detailed explanation is provided is section 3.2.3.2 Solution process.  
!
ICC | Incentive Compatibility Constraint – Will the agent put high or low effort? 
 

AGENT E[u(High effort)] ! E[u(Low effort)] 
!
IRC | Individual Rationality Constraint – Is the agent willing to accept the contract? 
!

AGENT E[u(Accept)] ! u(Reject) 
!
Solution| What contract maximizes the principal utility given the constraints? 
 
The principal will thus choose the one contract (within a menu made of an infinite amount of contract) 
that maximizes her expected utility.  

Principal!

Agent!

Agent!

Nature!

Payoffs!

Principal!

Agent!

Contract a!

Choice of  contract!

Acceptance Decision!

Effort decision!

Accept! Reject!

High 
effort!

Low 
effort!

ch! ch!cl! cl!

1-σ! 1-σ!σ! σ!

Unobservable 
effort!

  cl - a !                     ch – b      cl – a  !          ch- b                    !!

    u (a)                           u (b)        u (a–e) !            u (b-e)!

  0 "
  !

Legend !cl: low outcome ! ! !ch: high outcome ! ! ! ! !!
! !a: salary low outcome! ! !b: salary high outcome!
! !σ: uncertainty of  the outcome !e: effort cost!
! !u(x): utility function ! ! ! : opportunity cost!
! ! ! ! !!

Choice of  circumstances!
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3.2.2 Design of the game 

In the present thesis the contract theory game has been designed as follows. The principal is 
represented by the landlord, while the agent is represented by the tenant. The game has been adapted 
to the mechanism of rental leases and thus the principal is not providing a salary to the agent. 
 
The present principal-agent model is slightly more complex than the described standard one, given 
that principal has the opportunity to offer two (and not one) types of contract: fixed or partially 
revenue based. This implies that the landlord has the opportunity of choosing between two infinites 
amounts of contracts (the fixed or the revenue based). Finally, the principal will offer the one contract 
that maximizes her utility among the two optimal contracts. 

3.2.2.1 Variables  
In the game, the principal has the option to offer two different types of contracts. The lease agreement 
can either be fixed or variable (partially revenue based). 

Fixed contract 
In the fixed contract, the tenant pays a fixed amount to the landlord.  
!

F = Fixed rent   with F > 0 
 

Variable revenue based contracts 
The variable contract that the landlord can offer to the tenant is a combination of a fixed and a 
revenue based contract. The rent is split in two parts.  
Firstly, a base rent B that the tenant is always required to pay in any case. If the tenant reaches a 
certain threshold !T!in generated revenue in the store, will split the additional revenue with the 
property owner paying an amount ! as part of the rent. 

!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!! ! !!

! ! ! !! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!! ! !!
! !

!

V = Variable rent  with F > 0 
 

! = Percentage of the total revenue "#$%!!!"!&'(!)* 

! = Revenue generated by the tenant 
!l = Low revenue  with !l > 0 
!h = High revenue,   with !h > !l > 0 

Other variables: 

e = Effort cost   with e >0  

" = Risk-profile parameter  with " " (0, 1] 

# = Uncertainty parameter  with # " [0, ") 

$ = Opportunity cost  with $ = 0  
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3.2.2.2 Structure of the game 
 
STAGE 1   The property owner can choose between two types of contracts (revenue based or 

fixed) and offer one of them to the tenant. 
 
STAGE 2    The tenant then decides to either accept the contract or reject the contract.  

In case of rejection, she ends up with a reservation utility !, resulting from difference 
between revenue and rent that the tenant would get in another shopping center. 

 
STAGE 3 The tenant is then going to put an effort that can be high eh or low el.  

The cost of a high effort is defined as e, whilst low effort is costless for the agent.  
A high effort likely yields high revenue !h while a low effort likely leads to low revenue 
!l.  
In this model, high revenue is defined as revenue that exceeds the threshold as 
opposed to low revenue that does not reach the threshold !T. 

 
STAGE 4    Nature, i.e. neither the tenant nor the owner determines the outcome. 

The probability of eh to lead to !h and of el to lead to !l is defined as (1 – "). 
" represents the uncertainty of the outcome and depends on the market conditions and 
the nature of the business run by the tenant.  
el cannot be more likely to yield !h rather than !l, therefore ! ! (0, "). 

 
PAYOFFS  The principal’s payoff is constituted by the collected rent.  

The tenant’s payoff is represented by the utility created by the generated revenue 
minus the due rent and the effort cost.  

3.2.2.3 Risk profiles and utility functions 
 

PRINCIPAL A commercial real estate property owner has normally under control a rather large 
number of tenants and the potential distress of one tenant would not greatly affect her 
overall economic performance. 
Therefore, in the present paper, in line with the literature in the field, the principal has 
been considered to be risk-neutral.  

!
! ! "#$!%&'!('!)*!+!%&'!('!)*! ! ! !
!
AGENT Conversely to property owners, tenants’ characteristics and risk-profiles vary.  

When making the assumption of a risk-neutral agent: 
!

",!%&'!('!)'!-*!!+!%&'!('!)'!-*! ! ! !
!

When making the assumption of a risk-averse agent:  
!
! ! ",!%&'!('!)'!-*!+!%&'!('!)'!-*.! ! ! !
!
with!.!!!%/'!0*!!!! ! ! ! !
! !
To be noticed that, in case of a risk-averse agent: 
!
! !!!

!! !
!!!
!! !

!!!
!! !!1!/!!!!!and!!!!!!

!!!
!!! !

!!!!
!!! !

!!!!
!!! !!2!!/!
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Retail lease principal-agent model extensive form 

!
Figure 13 

3.2.3 Solution of the game 

3.2.3.1 Solving assumptions 
Throughout the paper, the model has been solved making use of the following standard assumptions: 
 

• The tenant accepts any contract providing utility greater or equal to the reservation utility !  
 

• The tenant puts high effort if the expected utility coming from putting high effort is greater or 
equal to the expect utility coming from putting low effort 

 
• The property owner captures all the surplus, making the tenant ending up with the reservation 

utility ! 
!  

Property  Owner!

Tenant!

Tenant!

Nature!

Payoffs!

Property  Owner!

Tenant!

Revenue 
based!

Fixed ! Choice of  contract!

Acceptance Decision!

Effort decision!

Accept! Reject! Reject! Accept!

High 
effort!

Low 
effort!

High 
effort!

Low 
effort!

"h! "h! "h! "h!"l! "l! "l! "l!

1-σ! 1-σ! 1-σ! 1-σ!σ! σ! σ! σ!

Unobservable 
effort!

    B !                 B+α"h       B  !                     B+α"h                  F ! !             F          F !                              F 
!!

u("l – B)           u["h(1-α)-B]    u("l-B–e)         u["h(1-α)–B-e]         u("l – F)                   u("h- F)       u("l-F-e) !         u("h-F-e)                        !

  0 #
  !

Legend !"h: high revenue ! ! !0 < α < 1 : percentage of  revenue ! !e: effort cost!
! !"l: low revenue! ! ! !F: fixed rent ! ! ! ! !B: base rent#
! !σ: uncertainty of  the outcome ! : opportunity cost ! ! ! !u(x): utility function!
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3.2.3.2 Subdivision of the output 
Each of the two contracts can be more or less profitable for landlord and tenant, depending on the 
amount of revenue that is generated. 
The present representation of the subdivision of the output in figures 13 and 14 shows from the two 
perspectives how the income changes depending on the type of contract that is enforced. 
!

Subdivision of Output in Retail Lease Contracts - Landlord’s Standpoint 
 

 
Figure 14 

 
!

Subdivision of Output in Retail Lease Contracts - Tenant’s Standpoint 

!
Figure 15 

 
When referring to the “tenants’ income”, it is meant the capital that originates from the difference 
between the produced revenue and the rent. 
In case of a fixed rent, the marginal income is constant for any generated amount of revenue. 
Conversely, assuming that a store has signed a revenue-based contract, once the sales threshold has 
been reached, the tenant’s marginal income decreases due to the supplementary rent.   

Combination!

Fixed!

100% Revenue based!

Generated Revenue!

Landlord's Income"
!

Combination!

Fixed!

100% Revenue based!

Generated Revenue!

Tenant's Income"
!
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3.2.3.3 Solution process  
Backward induction 
The solution of a principal-agent model, and generally speaking of all the sequential games, can be 
performed using the so-called backward induction technique. Such technique is based on the concept 
that every economical actor (i.e. principal-agent or landlord-tenant) takes a given action after having 
evaluated the consequences that the action has on the choice of the other actor. In other words, in 
order to solve the model, it is necessary to consider at first the last time a decision might be made and 
then proceed backward in time to choose what to do in any situation. Finally, it will be possible 
determine a sequence of optimal actions and find one equilibrium situation, the so-called subgame 
perfect equilibrium. 
In the present example, this process helps the landlord to offer the optimal contract that makes the 
tenant accept the contract, put high effort, however letting the landlord capturing the entire additional 
surplus. 
!
ICC | Incentive Compatibility Constraint –Will the tenant put high or low effort? 
The first constraint that needs to be solved regards the agent’s effort choice. It is necessary to 
understand, given the situation, the level of effort that the agent would be willing to choose.  
In mathematical terms, whether the expected utility coming from putting a high effort is weakly 
greater than the expected utility of putting a low effort. Thus: 
 

TENANT E[u(High effort)] ! E[u(Low effort)] 
!
IRC | Individual Rationality Constraint – Is the tenant willing to accept the contract? 
Given that the choice of effort has been mathematically solved, it is necessary to understand whether 
the agent would prefer accepting the contract instead of rejecting and getting the reservation utility 
that would come from signing another contract.  
In mathematical terms, whether the expected utility deriving from accepting the contract is weakly 
greater than the utility deriving from rejecting and instead accepting an outside option. 
!

TENANT E[u(Accept)] ! u(Reject) 
!
PC | Principal Choice – What sort of contract maximizes the landlord’s utility? 
After having unrevealed under what conditions the agent would decide to accept the contract and then 
put a high effort, the principal has all the information needed to offer the optimal contract that would 
be the most profitable. 
In mathematical terms, the principal would choose the contract that would maximize her expected 
utility. 
!

LANDLORD E[u(Revenue based)] ! E[u(Fixed)] 

3.2.3.4 Solution structure  
The extensive mathematical solution of the game can be found in Appendix 1 – Principal-agent model 
solution. The next section of the paper provides a list of interesting insights that the solution of the game 
offers. It shows why and in what situation it is optimal to provide a contract that allows a subdivision of 
the output (risk-sharing). In particular, the following the following three situations are analyzed: 

• The optimal share of risk between a risk-neutral landlord and risk-averse tenant 

• How a variable contract can reduce the tenant’s risk of bankruptcy 

• Disincentives deriving from of a revenue-based contract if the tenant can sell online! !
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3.2.4 Game outcomes 

3.2.4.1 Optimization of risk–sharing 
As anticipated, as far as the risk-profile is concerned, tenants can be of two natures: risk-neutral or risk-
averse. Small-size companies as well as well-established retailers that enter in a new market have the 
tendency to prefer the enforcement of a revenue-based contract with a low base rent. Reasons for such 
inclination can be research in the so-called risk-averse behavior. 
 
In figure 16, it is shown the typical utility function of a risk-averse individual. The curve is typically an 
increasing function with a negative second derivative (i.e. downward concave).  
The idea of such utility function is related to the law of diminishing marginal utility that claims that as 
an individual increases consumption of a product - while keeping consumption of other products 
constant - there is a decline in the marginal utility that the individual derives from consuming each 
additional unit of that product (Stiglitz, 2008). 
Also, it can be connected to the so-called prospect theory, that claims how human beings and their 
associations make decisions based on the potential value of losses and gains rather than the final 
outcome, making the utility function of an individual a downward concave curve (Kahneman, 1979). 
 
In the example a tenant can either get a high revenue !h or a low revenue !l with equal probability. 
The expected value of the revenue would be: 
!

! ! ! !!! ! !!!
! !

!
However, a risk-averse tenant, being afraid to get a low revenue, would accept to receive with 100% 
probability amount lower than E(!), the so-called certainty equivalent CE. Such incongruence allows a 
risk-neutral actor to bear the risk and acquire the so-called risk-premium, that consists in the difference 
between E(!) and CE. 
!
!

Tenant’s risk-aversion 

!
Figure 16 
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To support the analysis, the Incentive Intensity Principle can be cited as well. The principle states that 
the intensity of incentives should be inversely proportional to the risk averseness of the agent. The 
principle is described in more detail in Appendix 1. 
 
This reasoning has been leading risk-averse tenants and risk-neutral property owners to enforce 
variable, risk-sharing contracts. The output (the revenue) is divided by the two parties, with the 
landlord bearing an additional risk, increasing the rent and obtaining the risk-premium. 
  
As a result, it is immediate to recognize how offering a revenue-based contract would be optimal. In 
particular, if the tenant is risk-averse and the landlord is risk-neutral the optimal linear risk-sharing 
rent would be a pure percentage rent (i.e. B = 0). 
 
However, analyzing the problem also from a contract theory perspective, it is possible to see how in 
presence of moral hazard, if the base rent B = 0, the percentage of revenue ! captured by the property 
owner would increase significantly. In fact, as it is intuitively imaginable, in case the landlord offers a 
totally variable contract, the percentage of turnover that the tenant is required to pay as rent would 
increase considerably to compensate for the absence of minimum rent.  
 
The contract theory analysis shows how this situation is, in most circumstances, not optimal. In fact, 
with a base rent equal to zero and a higher variable rent, the difference between the expected utility 
coming from putting high or low effort becomes thinner. This way it becomes problematic to 
incentivize the tenant to put effort. 

!
"#$!%&'!()*+! ! ,!-./!0!123!4!%50,+!-.6!%507+!0!123!8!9! ! !
!
"$$!%&'!()*+! ,!-./!0!123!4!%50,+!-.6!%507+0123!8!!%50,+!-./23!4!,!-.6!%507+23!! !
!
That is why, when facing moral hazard, an optimal linear incentive contract should include the 
percentage rent and the base rent. The level of minimum rent and percentage turnover based rent 
should satisfy the two following equations that represent the agent’s constraints: 
 
"#$! ! ,!-./!0!(!0123!4!%50,+!-.6!%507+0!(!0!123!8!9! ! !
!
"$$! ,!-./!0!(!0123!4!%50,+!-.6!%507+0!(0123!8!!%50,+!-./!0!(23!4!,!-.6!%507+!0!(23!!!
!

Insight n°2 
In presence of a risk-neutral property owner and a risk-averse tenant, an optimal lease contract is 
represented by a rent that includes a base rent and a variable rent. The presence of the variable rent 
that allows risk-sharing would make the tenant get the exact same expected utility, and consent to the 
property owner to get a higher income. 
! !
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3.2.4.2 Reduction in risk of bankruptcy 
It is needless to say that both the tenant and the landlord would be damaged in case of the lessees’ 
bankruptcy. The tenant would face costs of different natures (e.g. legal, financial etc.), while the 
property owner would have a vacant space and would be forced to find a new tenant as soon as 
possible to replace the old one. 
!

Risk of bankruptcy 

!"#$%&'()!
 
From the tenant’s standpoint, the expected cost of bankruptcy b of a store s can be perceived as of the 
product of the probability of an insufficient sales performance of the store and its cost C.  
!
! ! !"#$%&'"(")#%&'"*"$%&! ! !
!
It seems reasonable to assume that a tenant declares bankruptcy when it does not reach a certain 
amount of income. The enforcement of a revenue-based contract can be used as a hedge against the 
risk of bankruptcy. In fact, it is immediate to see from figure 17 how the minimum needed amount of 
generated revenue is smaller in case of a revenue-based contract. 
!

+%,"-"+%." !! ! !
!

 implying that"!!!!!!! +,#%&'"-"+.#%&'" " "
!
and thus"! ! #$!%&'()*+!,!#$!%&'()*-!! ! !
!
!
Insight n°3 
A variable rent that allows risk-sharing, diminishes the tenant’s risk (and thus expected cost) of 
bankruptcy. 
! '

Combination!

Fixed!

Bankruptcy 
Threshold!

Generated Revenue!

Tenant's Income!

!'-!!'.!
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3.2.4.3 Online sales issues 
As anticipated in the previous chapter, in recent years, generating revenue through on-line sales 
instead of selling directly in the store has become a common practice. Moreover, it has become 
increasingly difficult to track sales and distinguish between online, mobile or ”physical” (performed 
directly in the store) sales.  
The opportunity of generating revenue through another channel can have important repercussions on 
the sales preferences of the tenant, in particular if looking at different enforced contracts. 
 

Online sales 

Figure 18  

Looking at revenue-based contracts, After the threshold !T the income ! produced by the tenant can 
be described as follows: 
 

!"#$%&'(')"#$%&'*+','-.' ' '
'

!$/01/&'(')$/01/&'*+','2.! ! !
!
with 2'!'*34'+. representing the additional cost of selling a good online (shipping, payment service etc.) 
Clearly, the tenant is incentivized to sell online, avoiding to pay the owner, if: 
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#$"%!! !! ! !!!"#$%!! !!!! ! !
!
and thus  '2'5'-    

!
The cost of selling a good online is nowadays reasonably low for most goods. The ICC equation 
implies thus that, in order to implement a revenue-based contract and avoid this sort of behavior, 
landlord should set " as a very low percentage  (! < ")  
Since the landlord increases the rent up to the point where the tenant’s expected utility equals exactly 
# (IRC), the base rent B should be set so high while " so small that the contract would basically result 
in a fixed agreement with no risk sharing.     
 
Insight n°4 
The possibility of selling through another sales channel (e.g. online) can provide disincentives for the 
tenant to generate in-store sales, making a revenue based contract inefficient. 

Revenue based!

Online sales!

Fixed!

Generated Revenue !

Tenant's Income!
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3.3 Theoretical analysis recapitulation 

The value chain analysis has indicated how, given the impossibility of assigning digital sales to a given 
store, accounting for in-store revenue is no longer an efficient method to assess a store’s performance.  
 
Sharing the risk optimally would provide significant benefits to both parties, especially when property 
owners’ and tenants’ risk profiles diverge. Moreover, the implementation of such contracts can serve as 
a hedge for bankruptcy risk. For such reasons revenue based contracts have been introduced and are 
still nowadays enforced in several shopping centers.  
 
However, given than more and more retailers are making use of online sales, accounting correctly for 
the revenue that a store generates is becoming increasingly difficult. Revenue based contracts are 
therefore in most cases (i.e. if tenants have the opportunity the implement online sales) obsolete. The 
enforcement of such contracts creates a natural incentive for the tenants to perform digital sales and 
thus avoid paying the supplement revenue based rent.  
 
This has led to a dramatic decrease in the fraction of rents that is turnover based that account now for 
a minor portion of the total volume. 
 
Outcomes from the theoretical analysis can therefore be summarized as follows: 
 

1. For core e-commerce merchandise retailers, given the impossibility of assigning digital sales to 
a given store, accounting for in-store revenue is no longer an efficient method to assess a 
store’s performance  

 
2. An optimal contract between a risk-averse tenant and a risk-neutral landlord should be in the 

form a base rent plus a variable rent, since it allows optimal risk-sharing and reduce the 
tenant’s risk of bankruptcy 

 
3. The opportunity of selling online provides disincentives to the tenant to generate in-store 

revenue, making revenue-based contracts inefficient 
!
The described three points represent the ground over which a new model has been constructed, 
aiming to better address each one of them. 
 
From the theoretical analysis, it is possible to draw the following conclusion: 
 
In presence of retailers that have the opportunity to sell online at a reasonably low cost (core e-
commerce retailers), an optimal lease contract is represented by a partially variable contract that 
allows risk-sharing but is not based on the revenue generated in-store. 

! !
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4 Methodology and Research Methods  

The chapter presents and describes the research methods, explains the motivations that led to such 
choices and analyzes the advantages and disadvantages in using them. 

4.1 Research methods 

Before presenting and discussing the choice of methods, a brief review and description of possible 
methods that can be undertaken when researching is provided. The method can be described as the set 
of techniques and procedures used to obtain and analyze research data (Ghauri et al., 2010). It aims to 
explain how results and findings are accomplished and thus enables the reader to examine and 
evaluate the research process. 

4.1.1 Research methods - generalities 

The research design can be subdivided in three main categories and described as follows (Ghauri et al, 
2010): 
 

• Exploratory  
It is a means of finding out what is happening, to seek new insights, to ask questions and to 
assess phenomena in a new light. 
 

• Descriptive  
It aims to portray an accurate profile of persons, events or situations. 

 
• Explanatory 

The emphasis is on studying a situation or a problem in order to explain the relationships 
between variables.   
!

Moreover, the type of procedures for collecting data and performing the research can be divided in 
two main clusters (Ghauri et al., 2010): 
 

• Quantitative 
It is based on meanings derived from numbers, collected in numerical and standardized data. 
The analysis is conducted through the use of statistical tools. 
 

• Qualitative 
It is based on meanings expressed through words and concepts, collected in non-standardized 
data that requires classification into categories. The analysis is conducted through the use of 
conceptualization. 

 
 
! !
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4.2 Choice of methods 

4.2.1 Literature study 

The literature study aims to summarize, describe and briefly analyze research articles, scientific studies 
and professional reports on the subject. It serves as a ground over which the thesis is constructed and 
provides the reader with an indication of the direction of the current and past research work in the 
field. In the present work, the literature review served to acquire a deep understanding of the 
connection between the physical and digital shopping together with its consequences on consumer 
behavior. Moreover, the study has provided with a deep knowledge on the optimization of the design 
of lease contracts. 

4.2.2 Theoretical analysis  

The theoretical analysis has been performed in order to understand how an optimal new model can be 
built. Through the analysis, it has been possible to draw important insights that have been the 
underpinning elements over which the model has been thought and constructed. 

4.2.3 Case study 

4.2.3.1 Case study – definition 
The case study is a research method that has a prominent place in several disciplines such as 
psychology, sociology, political science, accounting and many others. Although widely used, the case 
study method does not have a univocal sharp definition.  
Some define it as “a description of management situation” (Ghauri et al. 2010), while others claim that 
“it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions” (Schramm, 1971).  
 
Another, more comprehensive definition states (Yin, 2009): 
 
1. A case study is 

• an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its 
real-life context, 

 
• used especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident.  
 
2. The case study inquiry 

• copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more variables of 
interest that the data points; 

 
• relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a triangulating 

fashion; 
 

• benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data collection and 
analysis. 

!
The twofold definition shows essentially how the case study is not limited to a mere data collection 
tactic, but it is rather a wide-ranging, inclusive method that requires an extensive amount of research 
activities. 
!  
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4.3.3.2 Case study – peculiarities and dissimilarity with other methods 
The case study method for research purpose is a specific, peculiar technique that presents, precisely as 
any other method, advantages and disadvantages. Reasons for making use of such a method can be 
found in the outcome of the analysis of three main conditions: the form of research question, the 
required control of behavioral events and the timing of the analyzed events. As showed in table 2, 
given different situations, one or another research method has to be preferred.  
 

Research Methods 
 

Method Form of research 
question 

Requirement of control 
of behavioral events 

Focus on contemporary 
events 

Experiment How? Why? Yes Yes 

Survey Who? What? Where? 
How many? How much? No Yes 

Archival Analysis 
Who? What? Where? 

How many? How much? No Yes/No 

History How? Why? No No 

Case Study How? Why? No Yes 

!
Table 2 - Source: Yin, 2009 

4.3.3.3 Case study – choice of method 
As it is possible to see in the section dedicated to the research question, the present research work aims 
to answer mainly “how” and “why” questions, the so-called explanatory questions. When performing 
an explanatory research, it is required to deal with operational links needed to be traced over time, 
rather than mere frequencies or incidence (Yin, 2009). Thus, such questions are more likely to lead to 
the use of experiments, historical analysis or case studies. 
In the present paper the temporal dimension is absolutely vital. A review of historical data is 
undeniably useful to acquire a better picture of the situation, but at the same time not sufficient. 
Besides, experiments can be performed when the investigator is able to manipulate variables precisely 
and systematically. This can be done in a laboratory or in a field setting, but it is not the case of the 
present research work.  Therefore, a case study research seems the most appropriate and effective 
method for the current research work. 

4.3.3.4 Case study – process 
The case study process should to be structured as follows (Yin, 2009): 
 

• Hypotheses/study propositions  
Predictive statements about the outcome of the research 
They have been drawn from the literature study and the theoretical analysis (chapter 2 and 3) 
that led to the construction of a new model (chapter 5). 
 

• Units of analysis 
Individuation and collection of relevant data and information to be analyzed  
Performed through the executed personal interviews and online questionnaire (chapter 6). 

 
• Analysis of data 

Analysis of the generated data and comparison with the hypotheses 
It has been completed in the final part of the paper (chapter 7).! !
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4.3 Qualitative approach 

4.3.1 Interviews 

Throughout the development of the project, interviews have been performed in order to gain insights 
from different actors in the retail real estate industry.  
The interviews have been conducted through the face-to-face method. Interviews are a method for 
collecting data in which selected participants (the interviewees) are asked questions to find out what 
they do, think or feel (Collis et al., 2009). The interview method has been chosen, as it appeared to be 
the best method for the purpose of gaining insights of the different actors’ views and feelings of the 
market. To acquire as many insights as possible, the interviews have been performed in a 
conversational form. 
The following list includes professionals in the industry and academia that have been interviewed 
and/or have contributed with their advices in the development of the master thesis. 
 

Company Name Title Contribution / 
Discussed Topic 

Advokatfirman Allié Erik Ljungqvist Lawyer / Partner Legal feasibility of the 
model 

Atrium Ljungberg  Anna 
Abrahamsson 

Property analyst Property valuation 
perspective on the model 

Atrium Ljungberg Chris Helin Market area manager Thesis supervision at 
Atrium Ljungberg 

Atrium Ljungberg David Jangvad Establishment officer Leasing perspective on the 
model 

Atrium Ljungberg  Jan Sawarell Corporate lawyer Legal feasibility of the 
model 

Atrium Ljungberg  Mattias Celinder Head of Retail Leasing perspective on the 
model 

Atrium Ljungberg Susanne Åhlen Leasing manager Leasing perspective on the 
model 

HEA Property Partner  Evalena Engström Leasing manager / 
Partner 

Leasing perspective on the 
model 

IMAS Group Peter Nicolaus CEO Technical feasibility of the 
model 

KTH – Royal Institute of 
Technology 

Svante Mandell Associate Professor - 
Head of Department 

Insights on contract 
theory analysis 

KTH – Royal Institute of 
Technology 

Berndt Lundgren Associate Professor Thesis supervision at 
KTH 

Stockholm Retail Real 
Estate Management 

Wilner Anderson CEO First stage conversation 

University of Michigan, 
Ross School of Business 

Uday Rajan Associate Professor - 
Head of Department 

Insights on contract 
theory analysis 

University of Michigan, 
Urban Planning 

David Bieri Associate Professor First stage conversation 

 

!
Table 3  
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4.3.2 Attendance to seminars 

In order to gather information and acquire essential knowledge on the topic, two seminars have been 
attended. In both the seminars, professionals in the industry and academia discussed and analyzed, 
among the others, topics such as trends in the retail real estate Industry and the influence of 
digitalization on the retail industry. 
 
In particular the following two seminars have been attended: 
 
Handelsfastigheter, February 10th 2015, Bonnier Conference Torsgatan 21, Stockholm 
 
Svenska köpcentrum och Stockholm Shopping, March 4th, Norrlandsgatan 11, Stockholm. 

4.3.3 Questionnaire 

A questionnaire is a research instrument consisting of a set of questions (items) intended to capture 
responses from respondents in a standardized manner (Bhattacherjee, 2012). In the present thesis, a 
questionnaire has been performed to get an understanding on how tenants would react to a new type 
of lease contract. The aim has been not only to collect positive and less positive impressions on the 
model, but also to understand the underlying reasons for the choice and get feedbacks for possible 
modifications/improvements of the contract design. 
 
The questionnaire has been performed in the form of an online survey, where the respondents had the 
opportunity to read a brief description of how the model works and then answer multiple-choice and 
open questions.  Respondents have not been easy to find and approach, since the survey was directed 
to leasing managers or expansion managers of major retailing companies. The questionnaire has been 
sent to 18 professionals working with leasing in different retailing industries. Respondents of the survey 
have been 7 individuals, who provided valuable inputs to evaluate the real-world feasibility of the 
model and perform the analysis. The response rate has therefore been of 39%, significantly higher of 
the standard 15-20% typical of an e-mail survey (Bhattacherjee, 2012). 
 
The questionnaire can be found in Appendix 2 - Questionnaire in the original version (in Swedish) and 
translated version (in English). 
! !
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5 A New Model 

5.0 Introduction 

The fifth chapter concentrates on providing and describing in detail a model that can efficiently 
address the outcome of the theoretical analysis: a lease contract that is partially variable and thus 
allows risk-sharing, that however is not based on the revenue generated in-store. Such contracts intend 
to be used for retail categories where the omni-channel selling strategy is, or is expected to be, 
predominant. It concerns therefore merchandise groups such as technology, clothing, books etc. and 
not, as an example, groceries or restaurants, where the impact of the e-commerce is, if not absent, very 
limited. 
 
The approach that has been chosen has been the following: construct a variable rent based on the 
amount of visitors that the mall, or the store, receives or, more precisely, the amount of time that is 
cumulatively spent by visitors in a given mall or store.  

5.0.1 Analogy with the World Wide Web 

In the World Wide Web, a common way to advertise (and then sell) a product is the use of the well-
known Google AdWords. Google offers three ways to pay the ads: a CPA (cost-per-acquisition), CPC 
(cost-per-click) and a CPM (cost-per-impressions). A CPA implies a payment proportional to the 
number of conversions (purchase or signup), a CPC for every click on the ad and a CPM for every 
time the ad is displayed on the screen of a web user. 
Offering different ways for calculating the cost has been a successful selling strategy for Google and 
such success can be of inspiration for shopping center landlords. Adapting the pricing strategy to the 
retail real estate industry, while a CPA can be seen as a revenue based lease, a CPC can be seen as a 
rent based on the number of visitors in-store and a CPM based on the number of visitors in the mall.  
In fact, thinking this way, clicking on a website to discover a retailer’s offer would alike entering a 
physical store to touch and test some products. Similarly, seeing the advertisement online is 
comparable to looking at a shopping window in a mall.  

5.0.2 A “time approach” 

The choice of using an approach based on the time, instead of simply using the number of visitors that 
enter a given area, has to be researched in two main reasons: 
 
Technical  
Accounting for the number of visitors seems to be more complicated and less fair. It is possible to 
detect that “a person” is transiting, but difficult to distinguish “which person” is transiting (phone- 
based technology cannot be considered 100% reliable, given that not everybody carries always a 
functioning smartphone and other technologies of face recognition are nowadays too expensive, not 
perfectly functioning and not in line with privacy laws).  Thus, given that a visitor (including 
employees, etc.) can go in and out from a store/mall many times, it is impossible to calculate with 
certainty the exact amount of single visitors that a store has had during a given time. 
 
Fundamental  
Every person’s time is valuable and the time that a person chooses to spend in a store seems to be a 
better measurement of her interest for a given product, compared to a simple transition of a visitor 
through the entrance of an area. Such claim is however not supported by real data and a statistical 
study that estimates the correlation between volume of sales and number of visitors or cumulative time 
would help such analysis.   
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It has to be noticed however, that the presented model could be easily adapted and transformed into a 
visitors-based model centered purely on the number of visitors instead of the amount of time. Such 
operation would require some considerations concerning the calculation of the underlying variables 
and their reliability, but it can definitely be performed. 

5.1 Calculation of the variables 

5.1.1 Store visitors-based rent  

5.1.1.1 Introduction 
The first described approach concerns a rent that is based on the visitors inside a store. It exists clearly 
a correlation between the cumulative time spent in a store and its volume of sales. In such a model, the 
tenant is therefore paying to have customers inside the store; the more customers are coming into the 
store, the higher the rent that should be paid, but also the higher the opportunity to convert those 
customers into sales.  
The property owner is incentivized to bring as many clients as possible inside a store, leaving to the 
tenant the responsibility to convert such customers into sales. 

5.1.1.2 Calculation of the variables 

The rent Wsi can therefore be calculated as the total time !s spent by visitors inside a store i multiplied 
by the variable vsi that represents the economic entity that a tenant i is willing to pay for one minute 
spent by one customer inside their store. Data can, as an example, be intended on an annual base. 
Therefore: 
 

Wsi  = !si  x  v!"   (M1) 
  
Wsi [SEK] = tenant i store-visitors based rent  

!si [min.] = total time spent by visitors in the store i (in minutes) 
The variable !si comes directly from the stores’ detectors and represents the number of minutes that 
have been totally spent inside a given store under a certain period of time (e.g. during a year). As an 
example, if in the store entered 2 people for 10 minutes and 4 people for 3 minutes, the total time 
spent in the store would be ! = (2 x 10 min.) + (4 x 3 min.) = 32 minutes. The detectors’ presence in 
the entrance of every store can directly calculate such a variable. More details about the technical 
feasibility can however be found in section 5.3.2 The Model – technical aspects. 
 
vsi [SEK / min.] = value of a visitor inside the store i / minute 
The variable #!"$represents the value (or willingness to pay) that a tenant i assigns to a minute spent by 
one customer inside its store. The variable can be calculated in many ways; a simple calculation can be 
computed dividing the fixed rent F!" that a tenant i is normally paying in such a store by the time !si 
that the clients spend inside that store.  
To account for that, it is possible to make use of historical data, such as the rent paid and the total time 
spent in the store in the previous year. Thus: 
 

vsi = F!" $ / !si  (M2) 
 
Fsi [SEK] = fixed rent paid by the store i  
The variable #!"$!s thus directly proportional to the rent level normally paid by a tenant and inversely 
correlated to the time !si. As a result, tenants with a low rent/m2 such as anchor stores will naturally 
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continue to enjoy such discounts while, on the other hand, tenants whose rental level is usually higher 
would at the same way continue paying a higher amount per square meter. 
As easily noticeable, replacing eq. M2 in eq. M1, we would have Wsi  = Fsi, ensuring therefore that, 
given that the total time spent by customers in the store !s will remain constant, the rent will also be 
constant.  
In the present model, the simple direct proportionality relation between the time !si and the rent Wsi 
allows the calculation of a variable rent that is not directly based on the revenue generated in-store by 
tenant. The landlord would therefore be incentivized to provide as many customers as possible inside 
the store, while the tenant would concentrate on the conversion of such customers into sales.  
To be noticed that the nature of the sales channel chosen by the tenant (online, in-store etc.) is in this 
model completely irrelevant as far as the payment of the rent is concerned. 

5.1.2 Mall visitors-based rent  

5.1.2.1 Introduction 
There is another similar, yet alternative way to account for a variable rent that does not account for 
the generated revenue. It is represented by the calculation of the tenant’s rental payment based on the 
number of visitors inside the whole shopping center. 
Also in this case, it exists a correlation between the cumulative time spent in the mall and its volume of 
sales. In such a model, the tenant is therefore paying to have customers inside the mall; the more 
customers are coming into the mall, the higher the rent that should be paid, but also the higher the 
opportunity to convert those mall visitors into store visitors and then into sales.  
 
Such model seems to align perfectly the incentives, since the property owner is incentivized to bring as 
many customers as possible inside the shopping center and that it is the tenant’s responsibility to 
attract such visitors inside the store and then to convert them into sales.  

5.1.2.2 Calculation of the variables 
The rental payment Wmi that a tenant i is required to pay can therefore be intended as the total 
cumulative time !m spent by the visitors in the shopping center multiplied by the variable vmi that 
represents the economic entity that one particular tenant i is willing to pay for one minute spent by one 
customer inside the shopping center. Therefore: 
 

!"#$%$&"#$'$!"! ! (M3)!

Wmi [SEK] : tenant i mall visitors-based rent  

!m [min.] : total time spent by visitors in the mall (in minutes) 
Similarly to !s, the variable !m comes directly from detectors. In this case, the amount of time is 
accounted by the detectors present in the entrances of the shopping center. This amount of time is 
obviously equal for each and every one of the tenants. It represents the number of minutes that have 
been totally spent inside the mall under a certain period of time (e.g. during a month or a year). Again, 
more details about the technical feasibility can be found in section 5.3.2 The Model – technical aspects. 
 
vmi [SEK / min.] : value of a visitor inside the mall for a store i / minute 
The variable !"#$ represents the value (or willingness to pay) that a particular tenant i assigns to a 
minute spent by one customer inside the whole shopping center. Such variable can be calculated 
dividing the total rent Fm that all the tenants are normally paying in the shopping center by the time !m 
that the clients spend inside the mall and assigning to each tenant i the right portion "i of the total 
amount.   
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To account for that, it is possible to make use of historical data, such as the rent paid and the total time 
spent in the mall in the previous year. As an example, in case of fixed rent: 
 

vmi = ( Fm / !m ) x "i  (M4) 
 

Fm [SEK] : fixed rent paid by all the stores in a shopping center  

" i  [constant, %] = portion of the store i of the total rent paid in the shopping center   
If Fm/!m represent the value that all the tenants together are willing to pay for one minute spent by one 
customer inside the mall, it is vital to calculate what fraction of this value the tenant i is willing to pay. 
The variable "!" represents thus exactly this particular portion and it can be easily calculated as the 
ratio between the (fixed) rent normally paid by the tenant i and the total rent paid by all the stores in 
the mall. Thus: 
 

"i = Fsi  /Fm   (M5) 

 
If we substitute eq. M5 in eq. M4, given that Fm will cancel each other’s, we can appreciate the 
calculation of the variable #$!!in a simpler way. As follows: 
 

vmi = Fsi / !m   (M6) 
 
The variable #$!" "s directly proportional to the rent level Fsi normally paid by a tenant and inversely 
correlated to the time !m. The variable vmi is therefore naturally adjusted for the normal rental level 
provided to the tenants, given that its underlying value comes from the fixed rent Fsi. 
Similarly as in first proposed model, if replacing eq. M6 in eq. M3, we would have Wmi  = Fsi, ensuring 
therefore that, given that the total time spent by customers in the mall !m will remain constant, the rent 
will also be constant.  
 
Also in this second presented model, the direct proportionality relation between the time !m and the 
rent Wmi allows the calculation of a variable rent that is not directly based on the revenue generated by 
tenant in-store. The landlord would therefore be incentivized to provide as many customers as possible 
inside the shopping center, while the tenant would concentrate on the conversion of such customers 
into sales (online or not). 

5.1.3 A numerical example 

In the next section of the paper, the model is improved and developed in order to meet real-world 
financial and technical needs in the retail industry. Before that, however a simple numerical example 
has been provided in order to simplify the comprehension of the calculation of the variables. In the 
present example, the described data do not have a real-world connection and have the only aim to 
illustrate the functioning of the model. Data are to be intended on an annual base. 

5.1.3.1 General characteristics and input variables
In the example, it has been considered a medium-large shopping center and a fashion store.  
The general characteristics of the mall and of the store are not necessary for the calculation of the 
parameters and have the only purpose of providing a general idea of the shopping center and of the 
store. 
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Mall “m” 

General characteristics 
GLA [m2]: 50 000  
Number of visitors [ppl]:  6,25 M 
Average rent [SEK/m2]: 5 000  
 
 
Input variables 

tm – time in the mall [min]: 125 000 000  
 

Store “i” 

General characteristics 
GLA [m2]: 1 000  
Store rent  level [SEK/m2]: 5 000  
 
 
 
Input variables 

tsi – time in the store [min]: 2 500 000  
Fsi – fixed rent [SEK]  5 000 000

5.1.3.2 Calculation of the visitors-based rental variables 

vsi [SEK / min.] = value of a visitor inside the store i / minute 
vsi = F!"# / !si  vsi = 5 000 000 SEK / 2 500 000 min. = 2 SEK / min.  
 
vmi [SEK / min.] = value of a visitor inside the mall for a store i / minute  

vmi = Fsi / !m vmi = 5 000 000 SEK / 125 000 000 min. = 0,04 SEK / min. 

5.1.3.2 Calculation of the rents 

Wsi [SEK] = tenant i store visitors based rent  

Wsi (!si) = !si  x  v!"  Wsi  = !si  x 2 SEK / min.  
 

if !si = 2 500 000,  then  Wsi = 5 000 000 SEK 
 
Wmi [SEK] = tenant i mall visitors based rent  

Wmi (!m)  = !m  x  v$"  Wmi  = !m  x 0,04 SEK / min.  
 

if !m = 125 000 000,  then  Wmi = 5 000 000 SEK 
 
As expected, in the example, the final outcome of the rent remains constant regardless of the type of 
calculation. 
 
The variables vsi and vmi are intended to be constant over time and represent a measure of value. On 
the other hand, the variables that would fluctuate over time would be represented by !si and !m that 
would be the input parameters that, multiplied by the measure of value, would determine the rent. 
! !
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5.1.4 Real-world constraints 

The previous section has shown how it is possible to design a contract that is entirely based on the time 
spent by customers in the store or in the shopping center. However, although perfectly enforceable 
from a theoretical point of view, the contract needs to be analyzed in a real-world setting. 

5.1.4.1 Need for a minimum base rent 
As it will be further analyzed and better explained in section 5.3.3. Financial feasibility aspects, the rent is 
the main underlying asset over which a property (and thus real estate company) value is computed. For 
this reason, a source of income that is entirely variable would be simply not feasible for a real estate 
company. 

5.1.4.2 Store visitors and not mall visitors 
Although perfectly implementable from a theoretical standpoint, a retail lease based on the shopping 
centers visitors has some important real-world limitations. 
Firstly, as anticipated in the section dedicated to the technical feasibility, it is easier to account with 
high accuracy for the cumulative number of people present in smaller, delimited areas, such as stores, 
instead of complex areas, such as entire shopping centers. 
Secondly, a mall-visitors based rent would create incentives for the landlords to attract customers in 
the shopping center regardless of their willingness to purchase merchandize in the store. Through 
events such as concerts or similar, landlords could attract visitors that would rarely decide to shop. On 
the other hand, one could argue that those customers that are participating to an event would 
eventually purchase some items in the mall, if attracted by the tenants’ offer.  
For (mainly) the first and (partially) the second issue, it has been decided to further develop and 
implement a variable rent based on the store visitors. However, a lease that is partially centered on the 
mall (or a section of it) customers flow has definitely the potentiality to be further studied and 
developed. 
 
The two described real-world constraints have led to a construction of a partially variable rent 
centered on the cumulative time spent inside a store. The next section describes how such lease can be 
designed and implemented. 
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5.2 Improvements and developments of the model 

A calculation of a rent with a variable visitors-based part can be implement and find a real-world 
collocation. In the present section, some possible uses of the variable vsi that are realistically likely to be 
used in the reality are proposed and described. 

5.2.1 Partially visitors-based contract 

A possible application of the variable vsi is represented by the implementation of a rent that is partially 
fixed and partially visitors based. The partially visitors-based rent Pi would therefore be represented by 
a portion a of the fixed rent Fsi plus a portion b of the visitors-based rent Wsi  = !si  x  v!"#$!"#$%&
 

Psi  = a x Fsi + b x (!si  x  v!"%    

 
Psi [SEK] = tenant i partially visitors-based rent  

a : percentage of fixed rent  

b : percentage of visitors-based rent 

a + b = 1  

Fsi [SEK] = fixed rent paid by the store i  

!si [min.] = total time spent by visitors in the store i (in minutes) 

vsi [SEK / min.] = value of a visitor inside the store i / minute 

 
As noticeable, the present rent is composed by a fixed minimum rent a x Fsi that has to be paid in any 
case by the tenant plus a variable part that allows a risk-sharing setting that is however not based on 
the tenant’s turnover.  
 
Numerical example  [ a = 0,9;   b = 0,1 ]   
 
Psi (!si) = a x Fsi + b x (!si  x  v!"%$ $
Psi  = 0,9 x 5 000 000 SEK + 0,1 x (!si x 2 SEK / min.)$
if !si = 2 500 000,  then  Psi = 5 000 000 SEK  

 
The level of subdivision of the risk can be defined calibrating the magnitude of the two parameters a 
and b: 
 

• the closer a would be to 1, the higher the minimum rent and the lower the opportunity to 
sharing the risk 

 
• vice versa, a low a and a high b would represent a contract that allows a larger risk-sharing 
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5.2.2 Bonus visitors-based contract 

Another application of the variable vsi is represented by a visitors-based reproduction of the standard 
rental agreement (minimum rent plus turnover based rent after a certain revenue threshold). The 
variable part normally based on the revenue can be substituted by a visitors-based supplementary rent.  
Thus, the bonus visitors-based rent Qi would be split in two parts.  Firstly, a base rent B that the tenant 
is always required to pay in any case. If the tenant reaches a certain threshold tsi Thr!in the amount of 
visitors inside the store, will pay an additional bonus to the property owner. The bonus is calculated as 
the value vsi multiplied by the additional time (over the threshold) spent by the customers in the store. 
 

Qsi = Bi    if  !si < !si Thr  
 
Qsi = Bi + v!"#$ # #(!si  -  !si Thr%  if  !si > !si Thr  

 
 
Qsi [SEK] = tenant i bonus visitors-based rent  

Bi: base rent (minimum rent)  

vsi [SEK / min.] = value of a visitor inside the store i / minute 

!si [min.] = total time spent by visitors in the store i (in minutes) 

!si Thr [min.]: threshold of time spent by visitors in the store 

 
As noticeable, the present rent is composed by a fixed minimum rent Bi that has to be paid in any case 
by the tenant plus a variable part that allows a risk-sharing setting that is however not based on the 
tenant’s turnover. This type of rental agreement is thus very similar to the typical revenue based 
contract, with the difference that the underlying variable is represented by the time instead of the in-
store revenue. The level of subdivision of the risk can be defined calibrating the magnitude of the base 
and percentage rent. 
 

Numerical example  [!si Thr = 2 000 000;   Bi = 4 000 000 SEK ]   

 
Qsi = B + v!"#$##(!si  -  !si Thr%# #
Qsi  = 4 000 000 SEK + 2 SEK/min.  x  (!si -  2 000 000 min.)#
if !si = 2 500 000,  then  Qsi = 5 000 000 SEK  

! !
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5.3 Feasibility of the model 

The present section of the paper concentrates on investigating the actual feasibility of enforcing a 
visitors-based contract in reality. In order to provide a thorough analysis of possible issues related to 
application of the agreements, several professionals operating with different key areas in the retail real 
estate industry have been interviewed. 

5.3.1 Technical feasibility  

The first important aspect to be analyzed is represented by the technical feasibility. It is vital to 
understand whether the computation of the cumulative time spent inside a given area (store or 
shopping center) is perfectly countable and completely reliable.  

5.3.1.1 Available technologies  
There are currently several techniques to measure customer flow in the retail industry. They are based 
on the presence of cameras that are able to measure the number of individual that transit in a given 
area. 
One method relies on a radar technology, where a radar sensor from a radar field gives each person a 
value and is able to distinguish and count every person as a separate unit. Alternatively, it is possible to 
count for people leveraging a 3D-sensors technology that is interconnected on the Internet (IMAS, 
2015). Another possibility for measuring customer flow is represented by heating cameras that would 
account for the number of people transiting in a given area. 

5.3.1.2 Installation cost  
The described cameras are already present in the majority of the biggest shopping centers’ entrances 
and sometimes even at the accesses of the stores. According to professionals in the industry, installing 
one camera that would measure a regular entrance (around 3 meters wide) of a store has been 
estimated costing around SEK 12 000/18 000. 

5.3.1.3 Cumulative time calculation  
Given that the number of people that have transited in a given place (e.g. a shop entrance) is 
calculated, it is possible to calculate for the net amount of people in a given area by simply adding 
individuals who entered in the shop and subtracting the ones who went out. This way it is possible to 
detect how many individual are present in a given area at every single moment.  
The next step is immediate; given that the net amount of visitors is known, it is possible to directly 
calculate the cumulative time that the total amount of visitors have spent in the area. 

5.3.1.4 Reliability and potential problems  
Since the present model is based on the time spent by the visitors in the mall or in the store, its 
computation must be extremely accurate and reliable. 
According to practitioners, such customer flow system is already significantly reliable, with accuracy 
very close to 100%. Furthermore, the precision and reliability of such technologies decreases given that 
the complexity of the area to calculate increases. In other words, it is widely easier to account for the 
cumulative time spent in a small, delimited area (e.g. a store) as opposed to a big, complex area (e.g. a 
shopping center). 
An important problem related to such technology is represented to a possible black-out or lack of 
power that would make the computation not working for a period of time. Such issue could be 
overcome assuming, as an example, that in the timeframe the amount of time spent was equal to the 
average time spent normally (e.g. on a Tuesday from 14:23 to 14:45) by visitors in that store.  
 
The calculation of the time could present some minor issues that have to be further analyzed by 
experts both on the landlord and on the tenant side. However, it seems safe to claim that the 
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calculation of the cumulative time spent in a given store is sufficiently accurate and reliable, while the 
calculation of the cumulative time spent in the whole shopping center appears to be nowadays more 
problematic and not enough precise and reliable. 

5.3.2 Financial feasibility  

Another aspect that needs to be addressed regards the financial feasibility of the retail lease. It is 
important to investigate whether implementing such contracts would or not be in line with a real estate 
company financial requirements, in terms of property valuation and company’s risk-profile. 

5.3.2.1 Property valuation 

Generalities – the valuation of retail real estate 

In the real estate industry, the valuation of properties is of vital importance. The value a shopping 
center is commonly calculated making use of the well-known cash flow analysis that is discounted for a 
period of 5-10 years, depending on the tenant. 
 
The most important input variables for the calculation of the cash flows are:  

• the rent (fixed or base plus supplementary rent)  

• the inflation index (to take into account the future inflation) 

• costs included in the contract and paid by the tenants (real estate taxes, heat, electricity, 

security, cleaning, trash etc.) 

• assumptions on the payment reliability of the tenants 

• vacancy rate 

 
On the cost side, conversely: 

• costs not paid by the tenants (main water, heat etc.) 

• headcount cost (shopping center manager etc.) 

• other costs such as maintenance etc. 

 
In a real estate company, the valuation of all the properties is usually performed from two to four times 
a year by internal and/or external valuators. Furthermore, in case of a publicly listed company, the 
valuation has to be reported to the stock market every quarter of the year. 

Feasibility of the visitors-based model 

Interviews with professional valuators have shown that, from a property valuation standpoint, it is 
possible and perfectly feasible to have a contractual agreement that is partially visitors-based. A 
partially variable contract has to be preferred to a totally variable contract, since the base rent 
represents a fixed income that is of vital importance for the property owner to plan future investments 
and to make the valuation of the property more accurate and easier to be performed from external 
valuators. 
 
The visitors-based supplement of the rent would simply take the place that has been occupied by the 
supplementary revenue-based rent. Since the process of property valuation would not fundamentally 
change, no particular problem has been perceived in the enforcement of such contractual agreements. 
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5.3.2.2 Real estate company risk-profile 
Another aspect that has to be taken into account when deciding to modify the structure of leases 
concerns the repercussions on the company’s risk-profile. The introduction of a new way of accounting 
for rent has to be understood and trusted not only internally but also externally, to avoid that the 
company to be perceived as “risky”.  
An increase in perceived riskiness of the firm would, in fact, have important repercussions. Being a real 
estate firm significantly financed by debt, it is vital to keep the risk-profile as low as possible to be able 
to get liquidity at a good interest rate. Moreover, in case of a publicly listed company, it could have 
negative consequences on the shareholders’ perception of the firm.  
For this reason, the variable visitors-based rent is preferred to be implemented together with a 
minimum base rent. 

5.3.3 Legal feasibility aspects 
A vital aspect of the lease rent regards the legal enforceability of the contract. The present paragraph 
investigates the actual possibility of writing and enforcing a visitors-based contract from a legal 
perspective. For practical reasons, the analysis is limited to the Swedish law. 

5.3.3.1 General legal feasibility 
Chapter 12 of the Swedish Land Code (jordabalken), the so-called Tenancy Act (hyreslagen), describes two 
possible ways to enforce a lease contract between the property owner and the tenant. 

 
1. Revenue based  

 
ENG  (…) the rent  shall to be paid in an amount which is in a certain relation to the tenant's 

operating income 
 

SWE  (…) gäller dock förbehåll i avtalet om att hyran skall utgå med ett belopp som står i visst förhållande till 
hyresgästens rörelseintäkter…  

 
2. Fixed, according to the landlords association 

 
ENG  …or determined pursuant to a written agreement between the landlord, or the landlord 

and an organization of landlords in which the landlord is a member, and, on the other 
hand, an organization of tenants 

 

SWE  …eller som bestäms enligt en skriftlig överenskommelse mellan å ena sidan hyresvärden eller hyresvärden och 
en organisation av fastighetsägare, i vilken hyresvärden är medlem, och å andra sidan en organisation av 
hyresgäster. 

 
Thus, the Swedish law specifies the two most common ways used to set rents in commercial properties. 
However, it also contemplates the possibility to set a rent based on  

 
ENG  If the agreement is specified for a decided timeframe and the rental period consists of at   

least three years, the rent can be paid and determined according to another basis than the 
one currently specified. 

 

SWE  Är avtalet träffat för bestämd tid och är hyrestiden minst tre år, gäller dessutom  förbehåll om att hyran skall 
utgå med belopp som bestäms enligt en annan beräkningsgrund än som nu har angetts. 

 
According to the Swedish law, there is therefore the possibility to enforce a lease contract based on 
another variable (not fixed, not turnover based). As a result, the enforcement of a visitors-based 
contract can be considered feasible.  
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5.3.3.2 A real contract draft 
In this section an example of a visitors-based lease is presented. The author of the legal clause is Erik 
Ljungqvist, lawyer specialized in legal issues connected with the real estate industry and partner of the 
law firm Advokatfirman Allié AB. The version that follows is the author’s translation of the original 
document (in Swedish language) that can be found in Appendix 3 – Visitors-based rent clause – Original 
version. The document shows how the implementation of a lease agreement based on a time variable is 
in fact legally feasible. !

!

1. Rent 

1.1 The Tenant must pay the Landlord a rent based on the total time spent by the visitors in 
the Premises each year. For this purpose the Tenant has installed visitor counters that 
records the time that each visitor spends in the Premises. 

1.2 The rent that the Tenant must pay the Landlord must be calculated as the total time 
(minutes inclusive started minutes) that visitors annualy spend in the Premises multiplied by 
[factor] (the "Visitors-based Rent"). 

1.3 Accounting for visitors 

1.3.1 For determining the ground variable over the above mentioned Visitors-based Rent should 
be based, the Tenant must, within thirty (30) days from the end of each calendar year, 
submit to the Landlord extracts from the system that the Tenant uses for recording and 
handling the visitors’ time. 

1.3.2 In the first year it is charged as rent a down payment of [SEK]. Paid the down payment, it 
has to be reconciled against the Tenant’s report of the visitors’ time according to paragraph 
1.3.1. The reconciliation should be sent to the Tenant no later than thirty (30) days after the 
Landlord has received the Tenant's computation of the visitors’ time. 

1.3.3 The Landlord must make any claim that arises from the reconciliation no later than two (2) 
years after the date on which the above mentioned reconciliation have been sent to the 
Tenant. If this was not to occur, it would mature the Landlord's right of a potential 
incongruence, as it is shown in the reconciliation. 

1.3.4 In case of a pending determination of the Visitors-based Rent, the tenant must pay during 
the rental period the higher of either: 

a) A down payment, or 

b) The last known Visitors-based Rent from the previous calendar year 

1.3.5 In order for the Landlord to follow the shopping center development and planning 
marketing activities, etc. the Tenant must also, within ten (10) calendar days from the end 
of each calendar month, present to the Landlord the previous month's visitors’ time within 
the Premises. 

1.4 The Landlord’s access to the Tenant’s system 

The landlord has the right, at any time during the calendar year, to get access to Tenant’s 
system for the computation of the visitors’ time to ensure that the accounting and reporting 
are in accordance with the present lease. 

Disclaimer: This is only an example for educational use. When establishing lease agreements; consult a lawyer. 
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6 Results and Analysis -  
Practitioners attitude towards the model 

This section presents and describes the outcomes from interviews and the questionnaire that have been 
performed. The investigation has been executed analyzing from both the landlord and tenant’s 
standpoints, through personal interviews and a questionnaire. In particular, the section presents 
benefits and limitations of the model from the practitioners’ perspective. As a brief analysis of the 
result, in some circumstances, a short comment (marked as [Cn]) has been added to the reported 
observations.  

6.1 Landlord perspective 

The present section qualitatively describes reactions, comments and critiques to the visitors-based 
model that have been received from professionals working with commercial retail leases on the 
landlord’s side. Practitioners include leasing managers, leasing advisors and shopping center managers 
operating in different companies that have been personally interviewed. 

6.1.1 General attitude 

As a completely new way to design retail contracts, the model has been described as innovative and 
generally seen with positive attitude by the majority of practitioners. The legal and financial feasibility 
of the model have been appreciated, while the technical aspects have generally considered being in 
need of further examination to be fully reliable. 

6.1.2 Observed positive qualities 

Professionals on the landlord’s side have underlined the following qualities: 
 
Innovative 
The model has been described as highly inventive and innovative. Although the issue of lease contracts 
has been recently widely discussed between professionals, none of the interviewed had encountered a 
design of rent based on visitors before. 
 
Incentive aligning and improving 
According to the majority of the interviewed, such way of accounting for rent would result in more 
transparent and fair incentives for shopping centers managers. In fact, given that the rent level would 
be directly proportional to the level of visitors in the store, the landlord would be incentivized to bring 
as much customers as possible into the store, leaving to the tenant the responsibility of transforming 
such customers into sales. Conversely, in the revenue based contractual setting, the landlord does not 
always see an efficient work being compensated. In fact, although a good property owner’s job leads to 
a high number of customers to its mall’s stores, it does not necessarily lead to a high level of sales.  
 
[C1] The observation is in line with the performed contract theory analysis and corroborates how a 
variable contract is perceived as beneficial. Also, it confirms that such method for accounting the rent 
would make the incentives clearly defined for the property owner that would thus be eager to convey 
as more customers as possible in the stores. 
 
Fair 
As widely described, the model avoids the several issues associated to the revenue generated through 
online sales. Such aspect has been appreciated by the interviewed that could thus use the model in 
order to implement variable lease contracts without the problems that online transactions would imply. 
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[C2] The reflection is in line with the value-chain analysis that has been completed. Again, the 
impossibility of accurately tracking online sales and thus assign the proper amount of revenue to each 
store is confirmed to be seen as an important issue. The model is perceived as a possible solution to the 
problem.  
 
Concretely feasible 
An important aspect that has been appreciated by the professionals on the landlord’s side regards the 
simple understanding of the model. Moreover, the legal enforceability of the contract together with its 
alignment with the financial requirements of a real estate company have been evaluated positively. 

6.1.3 Critiques to the model 

The following critiques have been portrayed: 
 
Technical aspects to be perfected 
Although considered to be next to impeccably reliable by its producers, some professionals have felt 
that the detectors would not already ensure a sufficient degree of reliability if used as a ground over 
which the rent would be accounted. Hence, some of the interviewed have suggested further analysis of 
the technical feasibility, to ensure full reliability. In particular, concerns regarded the possibility of a 
blackout or a temporary malfunction of the detectors. 
 
[C3] Given the nature of the thesis, that aims to perform an economical rather than technical analysis, 
it has been chosen to not inspect meticulously the technical feasibility in too much detail. Such 
feasibility has been investigated at a general level through interviews that indicated that a high-enough 
level of feasibility is achievable. An accurate analysis of the technical aspects is, however, highly 
recommended to anyone interested in implementing such method of accounting for the rent. 

6.1.4 Choice of visitors-based contract type 

The bonus visitors-based model has been defined as the one that would satisfy the most the landlord’s 
needs. Secondly, the partial visitors-based rent has also been evaluated positively.  The choice has been 
motivated by the fact that landlords are generally reluctant to increase the portion of rent that is not 
fixed based and thus decrease the fixed part. As already mentioned property owners tend to be keen to 
have a fixed, easily predictable income to plan accordingly future investments, borrow money at a low 
rate and perform a more accurate valuation of the properties. The bonus visitors-based would thus 
represent a contract that is able to take advantage of a particular positive performance of a store, 
without losing the financial stability provided by the fixed rent. 
 
[C4] The comment is indeed in line with financial analysis, but disagrees partially with an assumption 
that has been done in the contract theory study, i.e. the risk-neutrality of the property owner.  
In a typical principal-agent model, the principal (that represents the landlord) is assumed being 
perfectly risk-neutral. However it seems that such assumption does not always hold completely, given 
that property owners seem to definitely prefer a fixed income. At the same time, it is worth mentioning 
that, in many cases, the economic size of a real estate company is considerably bigger than the 
tenants’. This should allow the landlord to bear some additional risk implementing variable contract 
and consequently gain the risk-premium. 
! !
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6.2 Tenant perspective 

This section qualitatively describes reactions, comments and critiques to the visitors-based model that 
have been received from professionals working with commercial retail leases on the tenant’s side. 
Practitioners include expansion managers and leasing mangers operating in different retailing 
companies that have been approached through an online questionnaire. 

6.2.1 General attitude 

Retailers’ reactions to the model have not been uniformed. While some professionals seemed to 
appreciate the qualities of the model, others have been more skeptical. In particular, professionals 
working in the grocery industry seemed reluctant, while retailers in the fashion industry have 
appreciated some qualities. 

6.2.2 Observed positive qualities  

Retailers have observed the following qualities"!

Incentive aligning and improving 
Some of the respondents have recognized that, implementing such contracts, the landlords and tenant 
interests would be aligned, since both parties would benefit from driving traffic to the stores.  
 
[C1] See C1 in section 6.1.2  

 
Fair 
Certain respondents have recognized how the model would make the relation between the two parties 
clear and fair. 
 
[C2] See C2 in section 6.1.2  
 
Optimal for short-term contract 
Five out of seven respondents claimed to be from fairly to very likely to enforce a visitors-based 
contract for a short-term (max. 3 months). Moreover, the respondents that said to be very unlikely to 
implement the lease are represented by two tenants working in the grocery business.  

6.2.3 Critiques to the model 

The following critiques have been reported: 
 
Technical aspects to be perfected 
Some retailers have provided critiques on the technical aspects. In particular, they claimed to feel 
more confident in using a model based on the number of visitors instead of the time spent inside the 
store, since the calculation would be, in their opinion, easier. 
 
[C5] A first comment about the technical aspects has been reported in section 6.1.2 [C3]. Furthermore, 
as explained in chapter 5.0.1 A “time approach” the “cumulative time spent” seemed, compared with 
“number of visitors”, a more efficient system to account and use for the purpose of evaluating the 
performance of the store and thus the calculation of the rent. However, a model based on the number 
of visitors (or a combination of the two) could be easily implemented and tested. 
 
Not fair 
Some respondents have described such method of accounting for the rent as fundamentally wrong. In 
their opinion, the approach would not be in line with the way the tenants make business. As an 
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example, it has been claimed that fashion stores tenant incentivize their employees to retain the 
customers for a longer period of time and thus paying a rent that is partially based on that time 
variable would be senseless. 
 
[C6] Regarding the internal incentive in the in-store retailing industry, it seems safe to claim that the 
main incentive for the employees is to maximize sales and not to retain customers as long as possible. 
On the other hand, there is definitely a correlation between the amount of time that the clients spend 
in a store and the store’s turnover. The model, however, does not disincentive the retailers to keep 
customers longer if such time would result in a sale. In fact, in that case, the retailer would still be 
definitely better off paying a small supplementary rent for the additional time spent in the store that 
has resulted in a customer’s purchase. 

 
Not always risk-sharing 
The model has been in some cases described being not a source of risk-sharing. The motivation has 
been explained through the following example: in case a tenant has a large amount of customers that 
visit the store for a long time without buying in-store or online, such tenant would have to pay an 
increasing rent, although its revenue would still remain insufficient. This way, there would be no risk-
sharing. 
 
[C7] The observation is technically correct, but it can face some real-world problems. The described 
situation is realistically not very likely to happen, given that the visitors-based rent is based on historical 
data (past visitors) and thus if a store continues to get the same amount of visitors would continue 
paying the same amount in rent. It seems reasonably unlikely that a store highly increment its visitors 
compared to the previous year and at the same time decrease its sales.  
However even if this situation were to be true, the retailer should probably blame herself or the 
employees, given that the landlord put him in the perfect situation for performing well, providing her 
with lots of potential customers.  

 
Not suitable to grocery and food 
Although the model has not been constructed with such tenants as the ideal users, it has been decided 
to interview them anyway to get potential valuable feedbacks. Unsurprisingly, retailers operating in the 
grocery and food business seemed to not welcome such method to account for rent, since perceived as 
inappropriate.  
 
[C8] As previously said, the model is probably not suitable for such business and should thus generally 
not be implemented for those types of tenants. 

6.2.4 Choice of visitors-based contract type 
The majority of interviewed retailers (4 out of 7) have individuated the bonus visitors-based model as 
the most suitable; the totally and the partially visitors-based received one preference each, while one 
respondent did not express any preference. 
!

 
!
!
! !
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7. Recommendations and Discussion 

7.1 Summary of results  

The theoretical analysis has shown how, in some circumstances, accounting for in-store revenue is no 
longer an efficient method to assess a store’s performance. Core e-commerce retailers (such as books, 
technology, clothing etc.) are increasingly selling digitally and it seems nowadays impossible to 
correctly assign digital sales to a given store. Moreover, the opportunity of selling online provides 
disincentives for the tenant to generate in-store revenue, making revenue-based contracts no longer 
efficient. 
 
As a result, more and more property owners are implementing contracts that are either entirely fixed 
or partially revenue based contract with a very high minimum rent (thus not allowing for optimal risk-
sharing). The situation is however not ideal since, as it has been explained in the contract theory 
analysis, an optimal contract between economic actor with different risk profiles should be in the form 
a base rent plus a (significant) variable rent. Such contract would allow optimal risk-sharing and reduce 
the tenant’s risk of bankruptcy. 
 
In order to implement an optimal lease, it seems thus vital to be able to design a contract that is 
partially variable, but it is not based on the store’s generated revenue. The visitors-based model, 
described and explained in chapter 5, aims to solve such issue. The model seems to work faultlessly 
from a legal and financial perspective, whilst it probably needs to be perfected from a technical 
standpoint.  
 
The model has been presented to professionals on both the landlord and tenant side, in order to 
acquire valuable real-world feedbacks. Leasing managers have been interviewed personally, while 
retailers have been approached through a questionnaire.  
On the landlord side, the model has been perceived positively from the majority of interviewed, that 
have described it as “transparent”, “fair” and “innovative”. Critiques have focused on the technical 
problems that might be connected with its implementation.  
Responses from tenants have not been uniform. Although some tenants have recognized how the 
method could be fair and align incentives between the two parties, others have questioned its technical 
feasibility and criticized some fundamental aspects. 

! !
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7.2 Recommendations  

An aspect that has been noticed throughout all the performed interviews regards the reluctance of 
professionals working on the landlord side in decreasing the portion of fixed rent, in favor of a variable 
rent. Such disinclination towards the implementation of variable contracts has its roots on the 
described financial constraints that concern the valuation of the properties and the general risk-profile 
of the company.  
 
It seems, moreover, that the enforcement of a variable contract follows a mechanism that is different 
than the one described in the present and many other papers. Such agreement is in most cases 
implemented with tenants that the landlord has a strong interest in having in the shopping center, the 
so-called anchor stores. It seems therefore that the retailers with higher bargaining power take the 
advantage getting a variable contract and sharing the risk. In most circumstances, however, such 
retailers are companies of a very large size, not at all risk-averse. The described method is, from a 
theoretical perspective, not ideal.  
 
Although the assumption of a perfectly risk-neutral landlord might not be realistic, a situation where 
the landlord is largely less risk-averse than the tenant is absolutely credible. The property owner should 
thus leverage the difference in risk-profile and implement variable contract with more risk-averse 
tenants. The simplified two by two matrix in figure 19 describes qualitatively how the implementation 
of an optimal contract should be performed. 

 
Implementation of optimal lease contracts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 19 
 
Letting aside the analysis based on the tenant’s risk aversion, a visitors-based contract can still be of 
large use for a property owner. The opportunity to implement another type of lease can in fact be 
leveraged to find an agreement that satisfies both parties in a situation where the negotiation is 
difficult. 
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7.3 Self-criticism  

This section is dedicated to constructively criticize the thesis project. In particular, it focuses on how 
the study could have been performed differently and improved. It serves for the readers to be able to 
better evaluate the project, but also for scholars that might be interested in the topic, to replicate the 
analysis in the same or different way. Other possible methods for analyzing the topic of lease contracts 
in the retail real estate industry are described. 
 
Strictly theoretical investigation of contracts 
As already done by many scholars in the recent past, it is possible to theoretically analyze lease 
contract in great depth. Such analysis can be performed in several settings: contract-theory, option-
theory etc. The present paper includes a contract theory analysis that aimed to be sufficiently deep, but 
fairly simple and widely comprehensible. However, a deeper and theoretically more advanced study 
could have been performed. The study would have definitely been interesting from an academic 
standpoint, but could have lacked of real-world applicability. 
 
Focus only on improvements of turnover based contracts and their implementation 
Another way of improving existing contracts would have been to specifically focus on revenue based 
contracts and analyze them, trying to improve their efficiency. Such study could have a better direct 
applicability, but it would risk of being not of great use in the future, given the problem of difficulty in 
tracking and assigning sales to a store. Thus it has been preferred to find another fundamental method 
to account for rent and then analyze it. 
 
Analysis of several innovative methods to design contracts 
It could have been possible to develop the thesis suggesting many different ways to implement 
improved contracts, perform interviews to finally individuate the one method that seemed the most 
efficient. Such study had covered a wider range of different possible implementable contractual 
agreements, but probably on a more superficial level. 

7.4 Discussion  

The thesis has showed how implementing variable contracts not based on the in-store turnover is not 
only theoretically beneficial, but also legally, financially and technically feasible. That does not 
however necessarily mean that the model can be implemented without difficulties. There are, in fact, 
some challenges that need to be faced when deciding to enforce such type of contracts.  Such 
challenges can be described as follows: 

7.4.1 Challenges in the implementation of the model 

The challenges that the enforcement of an innovative model implies can be represented by the concept 
of first mover disadvantage. In marketing and business development strategy, the first mover advantage 
(FMA) is the advantage gained by a business entity that occupies a market segment the first. In this 
case, property owners that would decide to implement the contract would have to benefit of being able 
to offer a different variable contract that can make the negotiation with retailers more efficient, but 
would at the same time have to face some difficulties. 
 
Unaccustomed users of the model can perceive technical risks, being thus afraid that the counters 
would not function in a perfectly reliable way; legal risks, being afraid that such contract would 
eventually present some legal issues if a dispute occurred; or a form of unfamiliarity risk, that can 
materialize simply given the fact that the agreement is new and thus perceived as unsafe. 
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There is thus the need to find some ideal situations where such model can be enforced in a way that 
minimize risk of unforeseeable economical losses and, at the same time, make landlords and tenants 
more familiar with the contract.  

7.4.2 Ideal situations to implement the model at first 

Core e-commerce retailing industry  
The model has been created to overcome the issue of the impossibility of tracking and assigning online 
sales to a particular store, it is therefore of primary importance to apply the model to tenants that 
regularly sell online a large amount of merchandise. As a result, an ideal tenant can be represented by 
a retailer specialized in electronics, clothing or home interior and design.  
 
Pop-up store/short-time contract  
The great majority of the interviewed landlords and tenants claimed to be more inclined to sign such 
type of contract in a short-time situation. Such condition seems to be perceived less risky for both 
parties since a pop-up store stays in a shopping center for a short period of time (from a single week-
end to 3-6 months). This way, it would be possible to test the contract and get valuable real-world 
feedback, without risking too much capital. Moreover, in such setting, the model is even suitable, since 
many customers would get interested in the product exposed in the pop-up store and buy it even later 
on in time. The value of having a short-time store relies in the high visibility that a shopping center 
provides and such value can be very well capture by a visitors-based model (visitors of a single store, 
mall or a section of the mall). Such solution should however be further analyzed from a legal 
perspective, since, as showed in section 5.3.3.1, it seems that the Swedish law requires a timeframe of 
at least three years from implementing contracts that are not fixed or revenue based. 
 
Destination shopping center 
It seems preferable to implement the model, in the early stage, in stores and shopping centers that 
represent the final destination of the customers and therefore are not a natural passageway to another 
place. This would eliminate problems related to unusual flows of people that would make the 
calculation of the variable more complex. 
 
High level of threshold and low level of percentage rent 
To test the model minimizing the risk of unforeseeable economic loss it is possible to enforce a bonus 
visitors-based rent with a very high threshold. This way, the bonus would be paid only in case the 
customers in the store would exceed significantly the customers that visited the store in the past. 
Landlord and tenant would be able to familiarize with the mechanism of the contract without facing a 
major risk. Once the system will be perceived as reliable from both parties, the level of variable rent 
can be increased to reach the optimal share of risk. 
 
Extremely trustworthy landlord and tenant 
A possible problem when implementing an innovative contract is represented by the potential legal 
repercussions that could be economically costly and moreover deteriorate a valuable long-term 
relationship between a property owner and a tenant. It seems thus preferable that the visitors-based 
contract is implemented, at the first stage, between two parties that know and trust each other 
sufficiently well to minimize issues that an inaccurate redaction of the legal clauses might involve.  

7.4.3 Possible remedies to potential issues 

Even after having undertaken all the possible precautions to minimize issues, the risk of unforeseeable 
problems cannot be completely eliminated. It is thus important to evaluate potential remedies that 
would make both parties feel safer when enforcing the contract. Solutions (insurance coverage?) have 
not been deeply investigated in the present thesis, but it seems reasonable for a landlord to examine 
them, if deciding to make use of a visitors-based agreement. 
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7.5 Further studies 

Future studies should focus on the following aspects: 
 
Does it exist another way to implement variable contracts? 
Thinking innovatively, it might be possible to individuate other ways to design variable contract. The 
research should continue going in this direction, to always improve the contractual agreements 
between the landlords and tenants. 
 
Is the visitors-based contract fully reliable and implementable? A real data test 
The visitors-based model should be tested in a real-world setting to be depicted as perfectly reliable. 
To do this, a study on historical data in a case-study setting is necessary to then start enforcing it in 
reality. 
  
What visitors-based variable is the most suitable? An empirical study 
In the thesis, the variable “time” has been preferred for many reasons that have been explained and 
described previously. However, it might be interesting to test empirically if such variable is actually the 
most suitable to develop a visitors-based model. A regression analysis that would test the correlation 
between a retailer total sales and a store number of visitors/time spent etc. would definitely help in this 
direction. 
 
How is it possible to further develop the model to better adapt it to the landlords’ and 
tenants’ needs? 
The described empirical test should then be correctly contextualized. There are in fact several possible 
improvements that can be implemented to the model. Examples comprehend accounting for visitors in 
the whole shopping center, in just a section of it, as well as using the number of single visitors in the 
given area instead of the time, etc. Ways of improving the model are countless and it is believed that 
such research is worth be performed in the next future, to provide better and better solutions. 

7.6 Conclusion 

The aim of the thesis has been to deeply analyze an important problem present nowadays in the real 
estate industry, to then be able to suggest an innovative solution, represented by the visitors-based 
model. In the paper, real-word issues connected to the enforcement of the contract have been 
individuated and analyzed. The model does however not pretend to solve all those issues, it rather 
presents an idea that can be further developed and adapted to better suit the needs of its users. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Principal-agent model solution 

A1.0 Introduction 

The first appendix provides a complete solution of the principal-agent model. It has been decided to 
present the detailed solution in the appendix since not all the insights that come from it are necessarily 
strictly related to the main topic analyzed in the thesis. In particular, the mathematical calculation and 
its details might have perceived as superfluous. However, the resolution of the model is believed to be 
important for the completeness of the paper and thus included. 
 
The spirit of the solution of the model is the following. Being able to estimate or approximate some 
variables typical of every agent, or tenant (i.e. the independent variables), it is possible to provide 
insights on how the principal, or property owner can adjust the offer of the contract (i.e. set the 
dependent variables), to achieve optimality and maximize utility.  
 
The variables have been explained more in detail in chapter 3.2 Optimization of lease contracts – A game 
theory approach, however, for an easier fruition, they have been reported here. 
!
Dependent variables:  B:= base rent   with B > 0 

F:= fixed rent    with F > 0 
!:= percentage of total revenue, with ! " [0, 1] 

 
Independent variables: !l:= low revenue  with !l > 0 

!h:= high revenue,   with !h > !l > 0 
e:= effort cost    with e >0  
!:= risk-profile parameter  with ! " (0, 1] 
":= uncertainty parameter  with " " [0, ") 
#:= opportunity cost  with # = 0 

!
In the first part, for mathematical simplicity, the calculation will be performed assuming " = 1 (i.e. 
assuming a risk-neutral agent). In the final part of the appendix, however, the section entitled Risk-
averse agent will be explained how the alteration in risk-profile, with thus "  " (0, 1), would modify the 
results.  
 
The model is solved making use of backward induction and therefore analyzing at first the action that 
has been undertaken the last in time and going backwards.  
In particular, the solution is organized as follows: at first revenue based contracts are analyzed, solving 
the incentive compatibility constraint (ICC) and then the individual rationality constraint (IRC) to 
finally unravel the optimal equation of the dependent variable B and !.  
Secondly the fixed contracts are analyzed and the same way.  
Finally the principal choice is examined, with the aim of understanding what contract maximizes the 
principal’s utility. Throughout the solution, formula are briefly described and commented. 
!
! !
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A1.1 Revenue based contracts 

At first, the left branch of the tree is solved, i.e. the one that concerns revenue based contracts.  
 
Dependent variables:  B and ! 
Independent variables: !l, !h, e, ! and " 

A1.1.1 Incentive Compatibility Constraint 
The first equation that needs to be considered regards the choice of effort, the so-called incentive 
compatibility constraint (ICC). The idea behind the ICC is that the landlord cannot capture too much 
of the revenue, to still induce the tenant to put high effort. So: 
!
! "!#$%!&!'!&()!*!+,&"-!#$.!+,&/-&!'!&!()!0!!+,&"-!#$%!&!')!*!"!#$.!+,&/-!&!')!! +1-!
!
It can be solved for the optimal !* as follows: 
!

!! ! ! ! !!! ! !!!!!" ! !!
!!!!" ! !!

!
!

a. !* does not depend on B 
In other words, the effort choice of the agent in totally uncorrelated with the minimum rent 
that she is required to pay. The percentage rent and the minimum rent have in fact two 
different functions. While a satisfies the ICC and induce the tenant to put high effort, the 
minimum rent has the function of making the agent signing the contract. 

 

b. !"
!" ! ! 

As the agent’s cost of effort increase, the principal should diminish percentage of revenue 
offered in the contract (and the other way around). In fact, a higher ! implies an increase in 
risk-sharing and a decrease in incentives for the tenant to put effort. 

 

c. !"
!" ! ! 

It implies that as the uncertainty that a higher effort put by the agent is actually resulting in a 
higher generated revenue increases, the optimal !* decreases. As a result, in a situation of high 
uncertainty, the principal should decrease risk-sharing, to ensure the agent’s high effort. On 
the other hand, in case of the uncertainty is estimated being low, it is optimal to increase the 
percentage rent and share the risk. 

A1.1.2 Individual Rationality Constraint 
The second equation to be analyzed regards the participation of the agent, i.e. ensuring that the agent 
would accept the contract. To do so, the so-called individual rationality constraint (IRC) needs to be 
solved: 
!
! ! "!#$%!&!'!&()!*!+,&"-!#$.!+,&/-&!'!&!()!0!2! ! +11-!
!
Substituting ! with !*, the optimal B* can be found as follows: 
!
!

!! ! ! ! !! !" ! ! ! !!
!! ! !"! !

!
! !
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d. !"
!! ! ! 

In order to induce the agent to sign the contract, the principal has to offer an agreement that 
allows the agent to get a utility that is not lower the utility that she would get signing another 
contract with another landlord. As the tenant’s opportunity cost increases, the landlord should 
offer a lower base rent to the tenant to induce her to accept the contract. 

 

e. !"
!" ! !  

In point b. it has been explained how an increase in the agent’s effort cost induce a decrease in 
the percentage of revenue captured by the principal. As a consequence, the landlord should 
increase the base rent B. 
 

f. !"
!" ! ! 

It implies that as the uncertainty ! increases, the base rent should increase as well. Again, this 
can be seen as a consequence of point c. that analyzes the relation between the uncertainty and 
the percentage rent. 

A1.1.3 The optimal revenue based contract 
Figure A1 represents visually the process of choice of the optimal contract. The two axis represents the 
agent’s outcomes; in particular, the y axis the good outcome (high revenue at the net of high rent), 
while the x axis the bad outcome (low revenue at the net of base rent). 
The ICC and IRC lines delineate all the contracts that fulfill the constraints and thus the agent is 
willing to accept. 
Of all contracts that fulfill both the IRC and ICC, the intersection of the two lines represents the one 
that is the makes the agent pay the highest rent and still accept the contract (and it is, thus, optimal). 
!
!

Optimal revenue based contracts 

!
!"#$%&'()''

! !

ICC | y = x + e!

IRC | y = - σx + e + !

y = !h (1 - ") - B!

x = !l - B !
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A1.2 Fixed contracts 

At first, the left branch of the tree is solved, i.e. the one that concerns revenue based contracts.  
 
Dependent variables:  F 
Independent variables: !l, !h, e, ! and " 

A1.2.1 Incentive Compatibility Constraint 
The first equation that needs to be considered regards the choice of effort, the so-called incentive 
compatibility constraint (ICC). So: 

!
"!#$%!&!'!&()!*!+,&"-!#$.!&!'!&!()!/!!+,&"-!#$%!&!')!*!"!#$.!&')!!! +000-!

!
To be noticed that, in equation (iii), the value of F is totally irrelevant, since the variable cancels out. 
As seen in equation (i) the level of fixed (or base) rent does not affect the choice of effort. Thus, the ICC 
holds if: 
!

! ! !! ! !"!!!! ! !!!!
!
The constraint holds therefore (qualitatively) in the following cases: 

g. High !h – !l  
The difference between the two (or, generally speaking between the maximum and the 
minimum) possible generated revenues needs to be high enough to make the agent put high 
effort. 

 

h. Low ! 
Lower uncertainty would result in higher propensity of the tenant in putting high effort 

 

i. Low e 
Lower cost of effort would make the tenant more inclined to put a high effort 

A1.2.2 Individual Rationality Constraint 
To calculate the optimal level of fixed rent, it is therefore necessary to analyze the acceptance decision 
of the agent and thus solve the IRC. Assuming that the ICC holds: 
!
! ! "!#$%!&!'!&!()!*!+,&"-!#$.!&!'!&!()!/!1! ! +00-!
!
The optimal F* can therefore be defined as: 
 

!! ! !! ! !! ! ! ! ! !! ! !!  
 

j. !"
!! ! ! 

Similarly to what has been said for the revenue based contract, as the tenant’s opportunity cost 
increases, the landlord should offer a lower rent to the tenant to induce the acceptance of the 
contract. 

 

k. !"
!" ! !  

A higher cost of effort should be compensated with a lower rent (and vice versa) 
 

l. !"
!" ! ! 

A higher uncertainty should be compensated with a lower rent (and vice versa) 
!  
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A1.3 Principal Choice 

At this point, the optimal levels of fixed, base and percentage rent have been calculated. The principal 
has therefore the opportunity to offer the one contract that maximizes her utility. To decide which of 
the two contracts is the most profitable for the property owner, the following equation has to solved: 
!

!! ! !!! ! !! ! !!!!! ! !!!!!!
!
Substituting the F*, B* and !* that have been calculated before, the formula becomes: 
!

!! ! !! ! ! ! ! !! ! !! ! ! ! ! !! !" ! ! ! !!
! ! !" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

!
!! !! ! !!!! ! ! !! !" ! ! ! !!

! ! !" ! !! ! !! !" ! ! ! !
!! !" ! !

!!! 
 
After simplification, it can be noticed how the last presented equation is, in fact, an identity. The left 
and right side of the equation are, indeed, equivalent.  
Such result implies that, in these circumstances (i.e. " =1, risk-neutral agent), offering an optimal fixed 
or a revenue based contract yields exactly the same utility to both the actors. The result is definitely 
meaningful, since it implies that, in other circumstances (i.e. " <1, risk-averse agent) offering a contract 
that allows a subdivision of the output (e.g. revenue based) is always optimal. The next section focuses 
on elucidating the underlying reasons. 

A1.4 Risk-averse agent (! <1) 

The previous analysis is based on one important assumption: an agent that perfectly risk-neutral. Such 
characteristic implies that the agent’s utility function can be represented as follows: 
 

uT (B, F, !, e) = (B, F, !, e)ϑ   with " =1 
   

However, what is thus the consequence of releasing such assumption? What happens if  ! !1? 
 
Assuming ! >1 would imply considering the agent being risk-lover (gaining utility from an uncertain, 
“gambling situation”). Such assumption is simply unrealistic. 
 
Assuming ! <1 would conversely imply the agent being risk-averse. It is worth mentioning that the 
assumption is absolutely realistic, given that most economic actors, all else equal, would definitely 
prefer a less risky income. Such concept moreover applies more with more consistency to the agent 
(tenant) than to the principal (property owner), given the usual difference in economic size of the 
companies. 
!
The typical utility function of a risk-averse individual is a typically a downward concave curve. 
Isolating the independent variable !, the function can be represented as follows: 
!

#$!%&'!(!&)!!*+,-!)!"!%./!01!!!234!,-#5!!!!!!!!!" !!6!.!!!!!234!!!!!
!!!!
!!! !!7!!.!

!
The idea of such utility function is related to the law of diminishing marginal utility as well as to 
prospect theory. The consequences of the agent in having such utility are significant and can be easily 
explained through figure A2, that shows how a two-outputs revenue yields a lower utility to a risk-
averse individual compared to a risk-neutral individual. 
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Tenant’s risk-aversion 

!
Figure A2 

!
The principal has thus the opportunity to minimize the agent’s variance in the output through the 
implementation of risk-sharing variable leases. The landlord would bear the risk and therefore offer 
contracts that yield to the property owner a higher rent. 
 
The concept is corroborated also by Incentive Intensity Principle that defines the optimal intensity of 
incentive as follows: 
 

! ! !!!!!
! ! !!!"# ! !!!!!!!

 
!:=  optimal intensity of incentive 
P’(e):=  effort’s impact on output    
r=  agent risk averseness (low r implies low risk averseness) 
var(x):=  uncertainty of the outcome   
C’’(e):=  agent’s freedom in deciding activities (low C’’(e) implies more freedom) 
   
Again, it can be appreciated how the intensity of the incentive should be inversely proportion to the 
risk averseness of the agent. Thus, the more is the tenant risk-averse, the more should the landlord 
share the risk and gain from the situation. 
 

  

utility!

revenue!"#

utility!"!

"l !!!CE               E("!) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"h!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

u("l)!
!
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Appendix 2 – Questionnaire  

A2.1 Questionnaire original version - Swedish  

Denna enkät har som mål att utvärdera genomförbarheten av hyresavtal i detaljhandeln utformade på 
ett innovativt sätt. Särskilt analyserar den möjligheten att genomdriva en variabel hyra som baseras på 
tiden som besökare spenderar inne hyresgästens butiken. 
 
Här kommer en kort beskrivning av hur beräkningen av den besöks-baserad variabeln Vi skulle vara 
utfört: 
 
Variabeln Vi kan beräknas genom att dela den fasta hyran Fi, som en hyresgäst i betalar normalt i 
butiken, med tiden Ti som kunderna spenderar inom butiken. För att beakta detta kan man använda 
historiska data, som till exempel hyran som hyresgästen betalar och den totala tiden som kunder 
spenderades i butiken under föregående år. Alltså: 
 
Vi = Fi  / Ti 
 
Vi [SEK / min.] = värdet av en besökare inom butiken i / minut 
Fi [SEK] = fast hyra som betalas av butiken i 
Ti [min.] = total tid spenderas av besökare i butiken i (minuter) 
 
Variabeln Ti kommer direkt från butikernas besöksmätning och representerar antal minuter som 
spenderats i en given butik under en viss tid (t.ex. under ett år). 
Till exempel: Om 2 personer besökte en butik i 10 minuter och 4 personer i 3 minuter skulle den totala 
tiden i denna butik vara T = (2 x 10 min.) + (4 x 3 min.) = 32 minuter. 
 
För att göra problemet och beskrivningen enkel, låt oss anta INGET tekniskt problem. Det innebär att 
beräkningen av tiden inom butiken skulle utföras utan misstag och i fall av ett tekniskt problem skulle 
det lösas rättvist för båda parter (hyresvärd och hyresgäst). 
 
EXEMPEL - Data avses mätas årligen (OBS: Data är påhittad i detta exempel) 
 
Invariabler 
Ti - tid i butiken: 10 000 000 min 
Fi - fast hyra: 5 000 000 kr 
Vi = 5 000 000 kr / 10 000 000 min. = 0,5 kr / min. 
 
Variabeln Vi skulle kunna användas på följande sätt: 
 
1) HELT besöksbaserad hyra Wi: 
Wi = Vi * Ti 
EX. Wi = 0,5 kr * Ti 
 
2) DELVIS besöksbaserad hyra Pi (delvis fast hyra "a" och delvis besöksbaserad hyra "b") 
Pi = a * Fi + b * (Vi * Ti) [a + b = 1] 
EX: a = 0,9; b = 0,1 Pi = 0,9 * 5 000 000 + 0,1 * (0,5 kr * Ti) 
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3) BONUS besöksbaserad hyra Bi (fast hyra plus en bonushyra efter ett visst antal besökare) 
  
Bi = Fi                                                                         om Ti < Ti tröskel 
Bi = Fi + Vi * (Ti - Ti tröskel)                                   om Ti > Ti tröskel 
 
EX- Bi = 5 000 000,                                                    om Ti < 10 000 000  
       Bi = 5 000 000 + 0,5 kr * (Ti - 10 000 000)          om Ti > 10 000 000 
 
 
Fotnot 1: Efter att Vi har beräknats, behövs endast Ti för att beräkna den rörliga hyran för kommande 
år 
 
Fotnot 2: Om Ti förblir konstant över tiden (dvs. om antalet besökare i butiken är konstant) skulle även 
hyran förbli konstant 
 
OBS: I enkäten antas INGA TEKNISKA PROBLEM 
Dvs. mätare för att ta hänsyn till tiden är tillgänglig, pålitlig och i händelse av tekniska problem skulle 
de lösas rättvist för båda parter (hyresvärd och hyresgäst) 
 
 
Professionell information 
 
1. I vilken bransch jobbar du?  

Markera endast en oval mellan “Kläder och fashion”, “Restaurang / Café”, “Sport”, “Heminredning”, “Matvaror”, 
“Teknologi”, “Övrigt”. 
 
 
Preferenser av besöksbaserade kontrakt 
 
2. Innan vi går in på detaljer, vad är ditt intryck av ett rörligt besöksbaserat kontrakt?  

Markera endast en oval. från 1 “Dålig idé, jag tror inte att sådana kontrakt kommer att verkställas i framtiden”  
till 5 “Bra idé, sådana kontrakt kommer troligen att verkställas i framtiden” 
 
3. Vilket av de tre typerna av kontrakt skulle du vara mer benägen att använda?  

Markera endast en oval. mellan “HELT besöksbaserat”, “DELVIS besöksbaserat”, “BONUS 
besöksbaserat” 
 
4. Om ditt företag erbjuds ett HELT besöksbaserat kontrakt, skulle du då överväga att förhandla ett 

sådant? 

Markera endast en oval från 1 “väldigt osannolikt” till 5 “väldigt osannolikt” 
 
5. Om ditt företag erbjuds ett DELVIS besöksbaserat kontrakt, skulle du då överväga att förhandla ett 
sådant? 
 

Markera endast en oval från 1 “väldigt osannolikt” till 5 “väldigt osannolikt” 
 
6. Om ditt företag erbjuds ett BONUS besöksbaserat kontrakt, skulle du då överväga att förhandla ett 
sådant? 
 

Markera endast en oval från 1 “väldigt osannolikt” till 5 “väldigt osannolikt”  
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Situationer där en besöks-baserad hyra skulle tillämpas 
 
7. Förhandlingar av ett nytt avtal 
Kan du tänka dig att förhandla fram ett besöksbaserat kontrakt vid förhandling av ett nytt kontrakt?  

Markera endast en oval från 1 “väldigt osannolikt” till 5 “väldigt osannolikt” 
 
8. Omförhandling av ett befintligt kontrakt 
Kan du tänka dig att förhandla fram ett besöksbaserat kontrakt vid förhandling av ett befintligt 

kontrakt? 

Markera endast en oval från 1 “väldigt osannolikt” till 5 “väldigt osannolikt”  
 
9. Speciella kontrakt - mycket kortsiktigt (pop-up store, max. 3 månader) 
Kan du tänka dig att förhandla fram ett besöksbaserat kontrakt vid förhandling av ett korttidskontrakt? 

Markera endast en oval från 1 “väldigt osannolikt” till 5 “väldigt osannolikt” 

 
10. Andra situationer - eventuellt  
I vilka situationer, som inte nämns här, skulle du överväga att förhandla fram ett besöksbaserat 
kontrakt? 
 
 
Öppna frågor  
 
11. Vilka FÖRDELAR ser du med att använda ett besöksbaserat kontrakt? 
 
12. Vilka PROBLEM ser du med att använda ett besöksbaserat kontrakt? 
 
13. Har du några FÖRSLAG till förbättringar av den besöksbaserade modellen? 
 
14. Ser du ETT ANNAT SÄTT att utforma rörliga hyresavtal som inte är omsättnings- eller 
besöksbaserat? 
 
15. Andra KOMMENTARER 
! !
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A2.2 Questionnaire translated version - English 

The present survey aims to assess the feasibility of a lease of retail designed in an innovative way. In 
particular, it analyzes the possibility to enforce a variable lease that based on the time that visitors 
spend inside the tenant's store. 
 
Here it comes a short description of how the calculation of the visitor-based variable Vi would be 
performed: 
  
The variable Vi is calculated dividing the fixed rent Fi that a tenant normally pays in the store, with 
time Ti that the customers spend in the store. To account for this, it is possible to use historical data, 
such as the rent paid bythe tenant and the total time spent by customers in the store during the 
previous year. Thus: 
 
Vi = Fi  / Ti 
 
Vi [SEK / min.] = value of one visitor in the store i / minute 
Fi [SEK] = fixed rent paid by the tenant in the store i 
Ti [min.] = total time spendt by visitors in the store i (in minutes) 
 
The variable Ti comes directly from the stores visitors’ detectors and it represents the number of 
minutes spent in a given store in a given period of time (e.g. one year). 
For example: if two people visited a store for 10 minutes and 4 people for 3 minutes, the total time in 
the store would be T = (2 x 10 min.) + (4 x 3 min.) = 32 minutes. 
 
To make the problem and the description simple, let's assume no technical problems. This means that 
the calculation of the time in the store would be performed without mistakes and, in case of a technical 
problem, the issue would be solved fairly for both parties (landlord and tenant). 
 
EXAMPLE - The data are to be intended as annually (Note: Data are not real in this example) 
 
Dependent fixed variables 
Ti - time in the store: 10 000 000 min 
Fi – fixed rent: 5 000 000 SEK 
Vi = 5 000 000 SEK / 10 000 000 min. = 0,5 SEK / min. 
 
The variable Vi could be used as follows: 
 
1) TOTALLY visitors-based rent Wi: 
 
Wi = Vi * Ti 
EX. Vi = 0,5 SEK * Ti 
 
2) PARTIALLY visitors-based rent Pi (partially fixed rent "a" and partially visitors-based rent "b") 
 
Pi = a * Fi + b * (Vi * Ti) [a + b = 1] 
EX: a = 0,9; b = 0,1 Pi = 0,9 * 5 000 000 + 0,1 * (0,5 SEK * Ti) 
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3) BONUS visitors-based rent Bi (fixed rent plus a bonus rent after a certain number of visitors) 
  
Bi = Fi                                                                         if Ti < Ti threshold 
Bi = Fi + Vi * (Ti - Ti threshold)                                   if Ti > Ti threshold 
 
EX- Bi = 5 000 000,                                                    if Ti < 10 000 000  
       Bi = 5 000 000 + 0,5 SEK * (Ti - 10 000 000)          if Ti > 10 000 000 
 
Footnote 1: After Vi is calculated; only Ti is to be computed, to determine the variable rent for the 
coming years 
 
Footnote 2: If Ti remains constant over time (i.e. if the number of visitors in the store is constant) the 
rent would also remain constant 
 
NOTE: In the survey let’s assume NO TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 
I.e. meter to take into account the time available, reliable, and in the event of technical problems 
would be solved fairly for both parties (landlord and tenant) 
 
 
Professional information 
 
1. In what industry do you work? 

Mark only one oval among "Clothing and fashion", "Restaurant/Cafe", "Sports", "Internal Furniture", 
"Groceries", "Technology", "Other" 
 
 
Preference of visitors-based contract 
 
2. Before going into detail, what is your impression of a variable visitors-based contract? 

Mark only one oval from 1 "Bad idea, I do not think that such contracts will be enforced in the future"  
to 5 "Good idea, such contracts are likely to be enforced in the future" 
 
3. Which of the three types of contract would you be more inclined to use? 

Mark only one oval among  "TOTALLY visitors-based", "PARTIALLY visitors-based," "BONUS visitors-based" 
 
4. If a TOTALLY visitors-based contract were offered to your company, would you consider 

negotiating it? 

Mark only one oval from 1 "very unlikely" to 5 "very unlikely" 
 
5. If a PARTIALLY visitors-based contract were offered to your company, would you consider 
negotiating it? 
 

Mark only one oval from 1 "very unlikely" to 5 "very unlikely" 
 
6. If a BONUS visitors-based contract were offered to your company, would you consider negotiating 

it? 

Mark only one oval from 1 "very unlikely" to 5 "very unlikely" 
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Situations where a visitors-based rent could be applied 
 
7. Negotiations for a new agreement 
Can you imagine negotiating a visitors-based contract when negotiating a new contract? 

Mark only one oval from 1 "very unlikely" to 5 "very unlikely" 
 
8. Renegotiation of an existing contract 
Can you imagine negotiating a visitors-based contract when renegotiating an existing contract? 

Mark only one oval from 1 "very unlikely" to 5 "very unlikely" 
 
9. Particular contracts very short term (pop store, max. 3 months) 
Can you imagine negotiating a visitors-based contract when negotiating a short-term contract?  

Mark only one oval from 1 "very unlikely" to 5 "very unlikely" 
 
10. Other situations may 
In what situations that are not mentioned here, would you consider negotiating a visitors-based 
contract? 
 
Open questions 
 
11. What BENEFITS do you see in using visitors-based contracts? 
 
12. What PROBLEMS do you see in using visitors-based contracts? 
 
13. Do you have any SUGGESTIONS for improving of the visitors-based model? 
 
14. Do you see ANOTHER WAY of designing variable leases, which is not turnover-based or visitors-
based? 
 
15. Other COMMENTS!
!  
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Appendix 3 – Visitors-based rent clause – Original version (in 
Swedish) 

1. Hyra 

1.1 Hyresgästen ska till Hyresvärden erlägga en hyra baserad på den totala tid besökare till 
Lokalen varje år tillbringar inom Lokalen. För detta ändamål har Hyresgästen installerat 
besöksräknare som registrerar den tid varje besökare spenderar i Lokalen.  

1.2 Den hyra som Hyresgästen ska erlägga till Hyresvärden ska beräknas som den totala tid 
(minuter inkluderande påbörjad minut) som besökare varje år tillbringar inom Lokalen 
multiplicerat med [faktor] (den ”Besöksrelaterade Hyran”). 

1.3 Besöksredovisning 

1.3.1 För fastställande av den besökstid varpå den Besöksrelaterade Hyran ska grundas, ska 
Hyresgästen senast inom trettio (30) dagar från utgången av varje kalenderår tillställa 
Hyresvärden utdrag ur det system Hyresgästen använder för registrering och hantering av 
besökstid. 

1.3.2 Under det första året debiteras som hyra ett a contobelopp om [SEK]. Erlagt a 
contobelopp ska stämmas av gentemot Hyresgästens redovisning av besökstid enligt punkt 
1.3.1. Avstämningen ska översändas till Hyresgästen senast trettio (30) dagar efter det att 
Hyresvärden tagit del av Hyresgästens redovisning av besökstid. 

1.3.3 Hyresvärden måste framställa eventuella anspråk med anledning av avstämningen senast 
två (2) år efter den dag som avstämningen enligt ovan senast skulle ha översänts till 
Hyresgästen. Om så ej sker förfaller Hyresvärdens rätt till eventuell mellanskillnad som 
framgår av avstämningen. 

1.3.4 I avvaktan på fastställandet av den Besöksrelaterade Hyran ska Hyresgästen under 
hyrestiden betala det högsta av antingen: 

a) A contobeloppet, eller 

b) Den senast kända Besöksrelaterade Hyran från tidigare kalenderår. 

1.3.5 I syfte för Hyresvärden att följa köpcentrumets utveckling och planera 
marknadsaktiviteter m.m. ska Hyresgästen vidare, inom tio (10) kalenderdagar från 
utgången av varje kalendermånad, till Hyresvärden redovisa föregående månads 
besökstid inom Lokalen.  

1.4 Hyresvärdens access till Hyresgästens system 

Hyresvärden äger rätt att närsomhelst under kalenderåret få tillgång till Hyresgästens 
system för registrering och hantering av besökstid för att säkerställa att redovisning och 
rapportering sker i enlighet med detta hyresavtal. 

 
 
Disclaimer: This is only an example for educational use. For use when establishing lease agreements; consult a 
lawyer. 
!  
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